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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To support and encourage walking and bicycling in
Contra Costa, the Contra Costa Transportation Authority
(CCTA or Authority) adopted its first Contra Costa
Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (CBPP) in 2003
and updated it again in 2009. The CBPP builds on and expands the goals, policies and strategies of the Countywide
Transportation Plan (CTP). Both plans set goals for
increasing walking and bicycling and identify actions the
Authority and its partners should take to achieve them.

• Improving access by foot or bike can
make transit more convenient
• Regular walking and bicycling can reduce
mortality rates and health care costs
• Walkable communities are associated with
higher home values and added bicycle facilities are associated with increased retail sales
• Bicycle and pedestrian facilities cost less to build
and maintain than other transportation facilities

Numerous studies and research, in a variety of communities, have demonstrated the benefits of creat-

The 2018 CBPP reflects many new policies, best prac-

ing an environment where walking and bicycling

tices and standards developed over the last decade as

are safe, comfortable and convenient, including:

well as newly-adopted local active transportation plans.

• Increased walking and bicycling can benefit air quality by reducing emissions and
energy use from motor vehicles

New funding for pedestrian and bicycle projects has also
become available. Especially important is the increased
interest in — and support for — walking and bicycling.
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WHAT WE HEARD
To develop the 2018 CBPP, the Authority took
new approaches to public outreach. This outreach included a CBPP website with online
surveys and interactive maps, “pop-up” events
throughout the county, and an online town hall.
From the public, we heard several themes:

From local staff, we heard support for several options:
• Identify short- and longterm project priorities
• Identify a regional backbone bikeway network

• Improve pedestrian crossings

• Support complete streets corridor studies

• Add separated bikeways

• Integrate bike/pedestrian planning with efforts to reduce VMT
and meet SB 743 requirements

• Connect the different pieces of the bicycle and pedestrian networks
• Educate all road users to improve safety and enforce “rules of the road”
• Add bike parking at destinations
• Reduce traffic speeds
• Improve Safe Routes to School and to Transit
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• Incorporate Best Practice Design Guidelines
• Create a pedestrian crossing toolkit
• Provide guidelines for improving interchanges and intersections
• Identify innovative funding strategies

The 2018 CBPP makes a number of updates to re-

more connected. This goal is in keeping with the CBPP

flect changes since 2009. Four new approaches are

focus on encouraging the “interested but concerned”.

especially important in making this update a modern and comprehensive reflection of county needs.

One of the most significant of those new standards is
the separated bikeway. These bikeways, also known

FOCUS ON THE
“INTERESTED BUT CONCERNED”
To encourage more walking and bicycling, the 2018
CBPP reflects the concept of the four types of bicyclists:
the one percent who are “strong and fearless” and who

as cycle tracks, are physically separated from motor traffic with some kind of vertical separation but
are distinct from the sidewalk. They combine the
user experience of a separated path with the onstreet infrastructure of a conventional bike lane.

will ride even on stressful streets, the seven percent who
are “enthused and confident” and who prefer dedicated

COMPLETE STREETS PLANS

bike facilities, the 60 percent who are “interested but

The 2018 CBPP encourages local agencies in Contra

concerned” and who need clearly separated facilities to

Costa to develop “complete street” plans, both alone

feel comfortable riding, and the 33 percent who either

and collaboratively. These corridor plans would

cannot or will not ride. The 2018 CBPP explicitly fo-

identify designs for streets, especially those on the

cuses on creating a bicycle network that reflects the

Countywide Bikeway Network, that would trans-

needs of the “interested but concerned” 60 percent.

form streets that are currently high-stress — as well as
where low-stress facilities are not yet been proposed

LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS
The 2018 CBPP introduces a new way of evaluating a

in other planning efforts —and identify appropriate
implementation strategies for low-stress facilities.

roadway’s level of traffic stress (LTS). In this approach,
roadways are evaluated based on several factors —
speed and number of vehicles and presence and width
of bicycle facilities — to determine how stressful a
roadway is for bicyclists. Roadways are given a rating
from one (least stressful) to four (most stressful). The
2018 CBPP incorporates the LTS approach to create
a network of bikeways that better serve the 60 percent of people who are “interested but concerned”.

NEW STANDARDS AND BEST PRACTICES
The 2018 CBPP supports the new best practices developed since the last plan. These new practices and standards focus on making crosswalks and bikeways safer and
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THE FOUR TYPES OF BICYCLISTS

1%THE FOUR7TYPES
%
%
33%
OF60
BICYCLISTS
1%
7%
60% 33%

STRONGandFEARLESS

ENTHUSEDandCONFIDENT

INTERESTEDbutCONCERNED

NOwayNOhow

STRONGandFEARLESS

ENTHUSEDandCONFIDENT

INTERESTEDbutCONCERNED

NOwayNOhow

LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS
Level of traffic stress (LTS) is a way to evaluate the stress a bike rider will experience while riding on the road.
It is used to categorize roads by the types of riders above who will be willing to use them based on:

LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS

Level of traffic stress (LTS) is a way to evaluate the stress a bike rider will experience while riding on the road.
It is used to categorize roads by the types of riders above who will be willing to use them based on:

Number of Travel Lanes

Speed of Traffic

Number of Vehicles

Presence of Bike Lanes

Width of Bike Lanes

Presence of Physical Barrier

Number of Vehicles
Presence of Bike Lanes
Most children
can feel safe riding
on these streets.Width of Bike Lanes
LTS Speed
1 of Traffic

Presence of Physical Barrier

Number of Travel Lanes

LTS 1
2

The mainstream “interested but concerned”
Most children can feel safe riding on these streets.
adult population will feel safe riding on these streets.

LTS 2
3

The mainstream
“interested
concerned”
Streets
that are acceptable
tobut
“enthused
and confident”
adult population
will feel
safetheir
riding
on dedicated
these streets.
riders
who still prefer
having
own
space.

LTS 3
4

Streets
that are
acceptable
to “enthused
andmultiple
confident”
High-stress
streets
with high
speed limits,
travel lanes,
riders
still prefer having
theirand
ownlong
dedicated
space.crossing distances.
limitedwho
or non-existent
bikeways,
intersection

LTS 4

High-stress streets with high speed limits, multiple travel lanes,
limited or non-existent bikeways, and long intersection crossing distances.
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THE 2018 CBPP
GOALS

OBJECTIVES

1. Encourage more people to walk and bicycle

1.

ing and bicycling in Contra Costa

2. Increase safety and security for pedestrians and bicyclists

2.

4. Increase the livability and attractiveness of
Contra Costa’s communities and districts

3.

focused on projects with the greatest benefits

Increase the number of miles of lowstress bikeways in Contra Costa

4.

Increase the number of jurisdictions
in Contra Costa with bicycle, pedestri-

5. Equitably serve all of Contra Costa’s communities while ensuring that public investments are

Reduce the rate of pedestrian and bicycle fatalities and injuries per capita

3. Create a safe, connected, and comfortable network
of bikeways and walkways for all ages and abilities

Increase the share of trips made by walk-

an, or active transportation plans
5.

Integrate complete street principles and best practices into Authority funding and design guidance

Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan
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WALKING
Everyone is a pedestrian for at least part of all trips,
whether that means walking to a bus stop, rolling to a train station, shopping, or even just getting to and from one’s car. To move about safely and
comfortably, pedestrians need well-designed and
maintained walkways and crosswalks that provide
access to jobs, homes, shopping, schools, transit stations, parks and other common destinations.
The CBPP identifies several kinds of improvements needed to encourage more walking:

Las Positas
Golf Course

Fairlands
Park

Maitland
R. Heary

Lester
J. Knott
Park

William
J.(Bill)
Payne

PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY AREAS

Recognizing the need to focus our
investment in improvements
for people who walk,
the CBPP identifies
Pedestrian Priority
Areas. These areas
include a more diverse mix of uses and
higher densities as well

Figure 3 - A

Pedestrian Priority Areas

“Walking is
man’s best
medicine.”
Hippocrates

as a connected pedestrian network that supports
pedestrian activity. The designated
PPAs include areas within walking distance of schools

• Walkways, curb ramps and safer crossings

and major transit stops and locations with the greatest

• Traffic calming

concentrations of pedestrians collisions. Improvements

• More direct connections between destinations
• Streetscape improvements
6 Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan

made in the PPAs are more likely to create a safe, connected pedestrian network that encourages walking.
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BICYCLING
The 2018 CBPP identifies a network of bicycle facilities
that together form the Countywide Bikeway Network

Fairlands
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Las Positas
Golf Course
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J. Knott
Park

William
J.(Bill)
Payne

COUNTYWIDE BIKEWAY NETWORK

Figure 4 - A

low-stress facilities will be most appropriate. Ultimately,

the low-stress CBN would
be madeCountywide
up of a full range
Low Stress
Bicycle Network
of facility types, including:

(CBN). This network, when implemented, will achieve
three objectives: it will provide facilities to connect

• Multi-use Trails

Contra Costa’s communities and key destinations, serve

• Buffered Bike

all ages and abilities by addressing the barriers created by high-stress arterials and collectors, and create a
regional “backbone” that connects and supports more
local bikeways. Ultimately, the CBN will consist of only
regionally-significant bicycle facilities, either existing or proposed, rated low-stress (LTS 1 or LTS 2).

Lanes
• Bike Boulevards
• Separated
Bikeways

“The bicycle is
the noblest invention
of mankind.”
William Saroyan

• Improve Across
Barrier Connections at

Of the 662 miles in the CBN, only about 149 miles are

interchanges and other locations

currently developed as low-stress facilities. The remaining 513 miles in the CBN will require corridor studies
by local jurisdictions and agencies to identify what
Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan
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IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN
STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Through its funding and oversight roles, the

PROJECT COSTS AND FUTURE FUNDING
Category

Cost / Funding
Estimate

Authority can support and encourage walk-

Estimated Cost of Bicycle /
Pedestrian Projects in the CTPL

$1,404,069,000

ing and bicycling in Contra Costa by:

Estimated Committed Funding

$172,000,000

• Facilitating cross-jurisdictional collaboration on approaches and priorities
• Supporting innovation and new approaches
• Providing education and encouragement
• Offering technical assistance to jurisdictions and agencies
• Funding projects and programs that support the Authority’s vision and goals
• Monitoring walking and bicycling and
the achievement of CBPP objectives
• Updating Authority plans and procedures
The 2018 CBPP also identifies actions to carry out these
strategies as well as an implementation program that
divides tasks between the Authority and its partners.

Shortfall
Potential Future Funding
Shortfall

$1,232,069,000
$790,000,000
$442,069,000

ing would significantly reduce the shortfall, a substantial
deficit will remain as shown in the following table.
These estimates, which include a significant number
of unfunded projects, point to the need to increase
the funding available to build, maintain and operate
the proposed network of safe, connected facilities for
people who walk or bicycle. The Authority’s legislative program has long supported efforts to protect and
expand the funding available for transportation projects. The Authority will use the costs identified above
to support and increase its efforts in securing new
funding to implement this plan’s strategies and better
serve people who walk and bicycle in Contra Costa.

COSTS
CCTA’s Comprehensive Transportation Project List

The 2018 CBPP — like the Authority’s CTP — is designed

(CTPL) contains 339 bicycle-pedestrian or Safe Routes

as a funding advocacy document. By identifying need-

to School projects with a total cost of around $1.4 billion.

ed improvements to support walking and bicycling in

Our current estimate of funding committed to bicycle,

Contra Costa and the strategies needed to carry them out,

pedestrian and Safe Routes to School projects is, how-

the CBPP can help the Authority and its partner agencies

ever, only about $172 million, according to the 2017

make a better case for funding those improvements.

Countywide Transportation Plan (CTP). This will leave
a shortfall of about $1.2 billion. The CTP also estimates
a potential $790 million that could become available
through new funding sources. While this potential fund-

8 Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan

GLOSSARY
AASHTO

AB 32

American Association
of State Highway and
Transportation Officials
Global Warming Solutions
Act of 2006

ADA

American with Disabilities Act

ADT

Average Daily Traffic

AHSC

Affordable Housing and Sustainable
Communities Program

APBP

CTPL

Project List
EBMUD

East Bay Municipal Utility District

EBRPD

East Bay Regional Park District

FHWA

Federal Highway Administration

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GMP

Growth Management Program

HSIP

Highway Safety
Improvement Program

Association of Bicycle and
Pedestrian Professionals

ARB

California Air Resources Board

ATP

Active Transportation Program

ITE

Institute of Transportation Engineers

LTS

Level of Traffic Stress

MUTCD

Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices

BAAQMD Bay Area Air Quality
Management District
BTA

Bicycle Transportation Account

CBN

Countywide Bikeway Network

BPAC

Bicycle and Pedestrian
Advisory Committee

CBPAC

Countywide Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee

CBPP

Countywide Bicycle and

MTC

Contra Costa Transportation
Authority

CHTS

California Household Travel Survey

CMA

Congestion Management Agency

CMAQ

Congestion Mitigation and

NACTO

(Countywide) Comprehensive
Transportation Plan

National Association of City
Transportation Officials

NHTSA

National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration

OBAG

One Bay Area Grant program

PBTF

Measure J Pedestrian, Bicycle
and Trail Facilities program

PDA

Priority Development Area

RTPC

Regional Transportation
Planning Committee

SRTS

Safe Routes to School — also SR2S

TLC

Measure J Transportation for
Livable Communities program

Air Quality Program
CTP

Metropolitan Transportation
Commission

Pedestrian Plan
CCTA

Comprehensive Transportation

TDM

Transportation Demand
Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
Walking and bicycling play an important role in Contra

practices for supporting walking and bicycling have

Costa’s transportation system: these forms of active

been developed, local agencies have implemented new

transportation improve the quality and vibrancy of our

active transportation plans, and new funding sources

neighborhoods and business districts, extend the range

for active transportation have been created. CCTA also

and usefulness of public transit, reduce motor vehi-

recently adopted the 2017 Countywide Transportation

cle trips, and promote the health of our communities.

Plan, which refined the Authority’s overall policies

The Contra Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA or

and implementation program. Most importantly, pub-

Authority) has long supported alternatives to driving

lic support for and understanding of the importance

alone as an important goal, and encouraged walking

of walking and bicycling has continued to grow.

and bicycling as a way to support our communities and
our environment. The Authority first adopted its Contra
Costa Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (CBPP) in
2003 and updated it again in 2009 to lay out the policies
and actions it would take to overcome these challenges

PURPOSE OF THE CBPP
Numerous studies and research efforts, in a vari-

and increase walking and bicycling in Contra Costa.

ety of communities, have demonstrated the bene-

There are many challenges and obstacles, however, to

bicycling are safe, comfortable and convenient:

creating a transportation system that supports walk-

• Increased walking and bicycling can ben-

ing and bicycling and increases the number of trips
that people choose to make by foot or by bike. The
2018 CBPP outlines how the Authority will respond to
these challenges. It builds on our previous efforts and
reflects the many changes that have occurred since the
last plan in 2009. Over those last nine years, new best

10 Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan

fits of creating an environment where walking and

efit air quality by reducing emissions and
energy use from motor vehicles
• Improving access by foot or bike can
make transit more convenient

• Regular walking and bicycling can reduce
mortality rates and health care costs
• Walkable communities are associated with
higher home values and added bicycle facilities are associated with increased retail sales
• Bicycle and pedestrian facilities cost less to build
and maintain than other transportation facilities
These benefits reflect the values of Contra Costa

• Broaden our understanding of where and why
people walk or bicycle in Contra Costa, especially on how to encourage the Interested
but Concerned group of cyclists
• Harmonize local plans for bicycle and pedestrian networks in Contra Costa to create a clear,
connected, and safe system of facilities
• Identify gaps in the bicycle and pedestri-

residents, as well as many new local policies, best

an network, including needed Across Barriers

practices, and standards developed over the last de-

Connections (ABCs) and links to transit

cade, including those in newly-adopted local active transportation plans. The 2018 CBPP will:

• Improve the tools available to evaluate the impacts of land use and network
changes on walking and bicycling

WHAT WE HEARD
To begin the update of the CBPP, the Authority

tected bikeways, bicycle and pedestri-

reached out to the public and our partner agencies

an accommodations at interchanges)

to understand their concerns and hear their suggestions. This outreach included pop-events across the
county, an online survey and interactive map, an
online town hall, and meetings with Contra Costa’s
Regional Transportation Planning Committees
(RTPCs) and Countywide Bicycle Pedestrian
Advisory Committee (CBPAC). We heard that residents, employees, and visitors are most interested in:
• Developing a low-stress backbone bicycle
network that closes gaps in the network,
eliminates barriers, connects key destinations,
and increases bicycling safety and comfort
• Conducting corridor studies that recom-

• Improving pedestrian facilities by closing gaps in sidewalks, and addressing
crossing and accessibility barriers
• Assisting local jurisdictions with new best
practice designs, funding strategies, and bicycle
and pedestrian planning in the context of
new Senate Bill 743 (SB 743) requirements
While the Authority rarely plans, designs or builds
bicycle and pedestrian facilities — those roles are
the responsibility of local jurisdictions and other agencies — it does play an important role in
funding projects and programs and working with
local jurisdictions and other agencies to make

mend appropriate, low-stress bicycle and

walking and bicycling safer, more convenient and

pedestrian facilities and incorporate new

more attractive for everyday Contra Costans.

best practice design guidelines (e.g., pro-

Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan 11

2. OBSTACLES AND CHALLENGES
Contra Costa is the ninth-largest county in California,

Communities that developed in Contra Costa after World

encompassing a diverse landscape and distinct commu-

War II, when the county’s population grew significantly,

nities. Its landscape both accommodates and inhibits

are marked by greater segregation of land uses and low-

walking and bicycling. While most of its developed

er-density, larger-scale development designed for access

areas are relatively flat, potentially making walking

by car. The suburban street design of post-war com-

and bicycling more attractive, the East Bay hills and

munities features more circuitous routing in residential

northern Diablo Range divide the county into five

areas and arterial streets designed for higher-speed and

distinct subareas and make intra-county bicycle trav-

higher-volume vehicle travel. These features can discour-

el challenging. For more details on existing conditions

age walking and bicycling by increasing distances be-

and challenges facing Contra Costa, see Appendix

tween destinations and increasing conflicts with vehicles.

A, “State of Walking and Biking in Contra Costa.”
The design of major transportation facilities has also
created barriers to walking and bicycling. Freeways

DIVERSE COMMUNITIES

especially have limited access across them, by lim-

The communities within these subareas are diverse

viding safe and adequate space for people who walk

and distinct. Contra Costa includes both lower-income “communities of concern” and higher-income
neighborhoods and both pre-war “streetcar suburbs”
and post-war more auto-oriented communities.
Older communities that developed in the 19th and early
20th century tend to feature short blocks on a grid, reflecting the earlier pedestrian orientation of those places.

iting the number of crossing points and by not proand bike. Many bridges were also designed with
minimal space for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Contra Costa is home to a diverse population. Contra
Costa has a “majority-minority” population with 54
percent of the county’s population identifying with a
race/ethnicity other than white non-Hispanic.1 The
1
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U.S. Census Bureau (2015). 2011-2015 American Community.

median household income countywide is about $80,000.

likely to bike for trips less than three miles long (see Table

Areas such as Danville, Lafayette, Orinda, San Ramon

2-1). For the majority of short trips, however, residents

and parts of Brentwood tend to have median house-

still primarily drive, alone or in a carpool. Some of these

hold incomes greater than $100,000, however, while

trips less than one-mile-long have the potential to be

areas such as Antioch, Bay Point, Martinez, Pittsburg,

converted to walking or biking trips, and those less than

Richmond and San Pablo tend to have lower median

three-miles-long could potentially be converted to bicycle

household incomes, less than $75,000 or $50,000.

trips. These conversions are one focus of the 2018 CBPP.
People who walk and bike are disproportionately

TRAVEL PATTERNS & COLLISIONS

likely to be killed or injured than those in vehicles.

Contra Costa residents drive alone or carpool for

Costa had 62 reported pedestrian fatalities, 1,100

The California Highway Patrol reported that Contra

most of the trips they take; only 15 percent of trips are

pedestrian injuries, 16 bicycle fatalities and 1,227 bi-

made by walking, biking, or transit (see Table 2-1).
2

cycle injuries during the 2009‒2013 period. While

For commute trips only, most Contra Costa residents

walking and bicycling made up only 11 percent of all

drive alone, with about 20 percent of residents using

trips, pedestrians and bicyclists accounted for about

non-auto transportation (transit, walking, biking).

30 percent of the traffic fatalities in Contra Costa

Contra Costans, however, are more likely to walk for

The patterns of collisions involving both pedestrians and

shorter trips, less than one mile in length, and are more
2

bicyclists are similar. Collisions are concentrated on major arterials with a high level of vehicle traffic and in more

California Household Travel Survey (CHTS), conducted February 2012 to January 2013.

Table 2-1. Contra Costa Mode Split by Trip Type and Length
Mode

All Trips

Commute
Trips Only

Short Trips
1 Mile or Less

Short Trips
1 to 3 miles

Drive alone

42%

73%

32%

43%

Carpool

42%

8%

38%

51%

4%

15%

0%

1%

10%

3%

27%

2%

Bicycle

1%

1%

3%

2%

Other

1%

0%

0%

1%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Transit
Walk

Total

Source: CA Household Travel Survey (CHTS), 2012
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densely populated areas such as Richmond, San Pablo,
Walnut Creek, Pleasant Hill, Concord, and Antioch.
Improving pedestrian facilities (e.g. sidewalks and
crossing enhancements) and installing low-stress bicycle
facilities on these roadways would increase multi-modal safety and comfort, and encourage Contra Costans
of all ages and abilities to walk and bike more often.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the density of pedestrians

MEETING THESE CHALLENGES
These conditions create a number of challenges to
encouraging more walking and bicycling in Contra
Costa. The following describes some of the issues these
challenges raise as well as some of the projects that the
Authority has funded to address them. The intent of the
2018 CBPP is to address these challenges and build on
the Authority’s — and our partners’ — earlier efforts.

and bicycle collisions, respectively, for 2009 through 2013.
Several roadways experienced high numbers of both
pedestrian- and bicyclist-involved collisions, including:
Clayton Road (Clayton, Concord), San Pablo Avenue
(El Cerrito, Hercules, Pinole, Richmond, San Pablo),
Willow Pass Road (Concord, Pittsburg, Unincorporated
Contra Costa County), Monument Boulevard (Concord,
Pleasant Hill), Lone Tree Way (Antioch, Brentwood),
and Contra Costa Boulevard (Concord, Pleasant Hill).
These roadways share several characteristics: high
traffic volumes, high speeds, lack of low stress bicycle
facilities, limited designated crossing opportunities,
and frequent driveways with resulting conflicts.
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MAKE ACROSS BARRIER CONNECTIONS
Freeways, waterways and other obstacles create barriers to walking and bicycling in Contra Costa.
Making connections across these barriers are needed to give people who walk and bike safe routes to
their destinations. The recently adopted I-680/Treat
Boulevard Study, for example, identified how to improve one such barrier: Treat Boulevard across I-680.

IMPROVE SAFETY
Both bicyclists and pedestrians are in danger of collisions at a much higher rate than drivers and their
passengers. Redesigning our streets and roads to minimize the hazards that people who walk or bicycle
face is a key strategy for the Authority. The Authority,
for example, funded the Central Concord Streetscape
Improvements Project, which added a new traffic signal on Clayton Road to provide a safer crossing for
people walking from residential areas to the south to
shopping and services to the north of the roadway.

REDUCE CONFLICTS
One other way to make walking and bicycling safer and
more comfortable is to provide facilities that are separate
from roadways. Contra Costa already has a well-developed system of trails that provide these separated connections. Where they meet roadways, however, people who
walk and bike may benefit from improved intersection

trian bridge. The Authority also recently funded another
such overcrossing at Bollinger Canyon in San Ramon.

designs and, in some cases, bridges that cross over the
roadways altogether. The Iron Horse Trail Overcrossing at
Treat Boulevard is one example of a separate bike-pedes-

LINK TO TRANSIT
Making it easier and safer to walk or bike to transit can
benefit all users, by improving access to transit and
encouraging active transportation. The Pittsburg BART
Pedestrian and Bicycle Connectivity Project is a good
example. It will construct trails, buffered bikeways and
improved crosswalks that will encourage people to walk
or bicycle to the new Pittsburg City Center BART station.

SUPPORT BICYCLING
Bicyclists, like other vehicle users, benefit from endof-trip facilities, including not only safe parking but
also repair services and lockers, changing rooms and
shower facilities. The recently opened Bike Station at
the Pleasant Hill/Contra Costa Centre BART Station

Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan 15
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combines secure parking with repair services for users
of the BART system. Other bike stations will be funded
at the Lafayette and Concord BART stations as well.

PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
With limited staff, local jurisdictions often require help
with analyzing problems and identifying possible solutions. In 2015, the Authority provided technical assistance
on improving Safe Routes to School to 14 different jurisdictions. These analyses focused on field observations;
vehicle and pedestrian counts; signal warrant assessment; and conceptual design plans and cost estimates.

FUND STUDIES
Converting large-scale plans to real projects will often
require complete street studies. These more detailed
studies will identify and design the specific changes
needed to accommodate bicyclists, pedestrians, and
all other users of the facility. The San Pablo Avenue
Complete Streets Study, developed jointly by the cities of
San Pablo and Richmond, is an example of collaborative planning leading to new designs for incorporating
improved pedestrian and bicycle facilities into a major
corridor in West County. The Olympic Boulevard Trail
Corridor Study outlined the alignment and facilities
needed to better accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists
on this corridor between Lafayette and Walnut Creek.
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3. VISION, GOALS,
POLICIES AND STRATEGIES
One of the Authority’s long standing goals is to “expand safe, convenient, and affordable alternatives to the
single-occupant vehicle.” Walking and bicycling play a
key role in meeting that goal, both on their own and by
supporting increased use of transit. Walking and bicycling also support the Authority’s long-range vision of
promoting a “healthy environment and strong econo-

VISION
People of all ages and abilities, and in all neighborhoods
and districts in Contra Costa, can walk and bicycle safely,
comfortably, and directly to their chosen destinations thereby improving health, reducing emissions of greenhouse gases, and making our transportation system more sustainable.

my to benefit all people and areas of Contra Costa”.
This chapter lays out the Authority’s vision for walking and bicycling in Contra Costa, the goals that the
2018 CBPP is designed to achieve, and the strategies
and actions that will be undertaken to achieve those

GOALS
To support and achieve this vision, the
2018 CBPP sets out five goals:

goals. The CBPP focuses on people who walk and bicy-

• Encourage more people to walk and bicycle

cle using traditional means, but recognizes that there

• Increase safety and security for pe-

are other low speed technologies (e.g. skateboards,
scooters) to which these policies may also apply.

destrians and bicyclists
• Create a safe, connected, and comfortable network
of bikeways and walkways for all ages and abilities
• Increase the livability and attractiveness of
Contra Costa’s communities and districts
• Equitably serve all of Contra Costa’s communities while ensuring that public investments are
focused on projects with the greatest benefits
Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan 19

OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIES

To measure progress on achieving the vision and goals,

The Authority serves as both the transportation sales

the 2018 CBPP identifies the following objectives:

tax authority and the congestion management agen-

• Increase the share of trips made by walking and bicycling in Contra Costa
• Reduce the rate of pedestrian and bicycle fatalities and injuries per capita
• Increase the number of miles of lowstress bikeways in Contra Costa
• Increase the number of jurisdictions
in Contra Costa with bicycle, pedestrian, or active transportation plans

cy (CMA) for Contra Costa. In the former role, the
Authority manages the revenues received through
Measure J, Contra Costa’s transportation sales tax.
This also includes managing the Measure J Growth
Management Program (GMP). The GMP manages and
addresses the impacts of growth through a set of requirements, from collaborative planning among jurisdictions
to assessing transportation mitigation fees and other
impact programs. As the CMA for Contra Costa, the
Authority influences regional transportation planning
by directing how regional, State and federal funds are

• Integrate complete street principles and best prac-

spent. In both roles, the Authority collaborates with

tices into Authority funding and design guidance

local, regional and State agencies to plan, design, and

The Authority will monitor their achievement toward the vision and goals as part of its ongoing
monitoring efforts, including planned bi-annual updates to the 2018 CBPP performance metrics.
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oversee the construction of new projects, manage programs and help set local, regional and State policy.

Through these roles, the Authority will sup-

Besides the collaboration needed to update and refine the

port and encourage walking and bicycling

CBPP, the Authority will work with its partners to devel-

in Contra Costa using seven strategies:

op Complete Streets Corridor Studies and countywide

• Collaborate

approaches to Vision Zero and wayfinding. The Authority
has, from its inception, worked collaboratively to achieve

• Innovate

its goals; further collaboration will be needed to make

• Educate and encourage

progress in encouraging more people to walk and bicycle.

• Assist and involve
• Fund
• Evaluate and monitor
• Update and refine
The Implementation Chapter identifies specific actions that the Authority and its partners will take to carry out these strategies.

INNOVATE
The Authority will need to use innovative approaches
and new solutions to achieve the goals and objectives
of the CBPP. These new approaches will include adapting new guidelines and analytical tools developed for
making the transportation system in Contra Costa safer
and more attractive to pedestrians and bicyclists. These
guidelines include NACTO’s Urban Bikeway Guide and

COLLABORATE

FHWA’s guidance on separated bikeways as well as new

Achieving the Authority’s goals will require working with

tools for evaluating and prioritizing pedestrian facilities

other agencies to plan for and complete a system of safe,

such as the Memphis MPO technique. The Authority

connected facilities for people who walk and bicycle.

will also look into techniques such as “quick-build”

Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan 21

projects and bike share programs for first mile-last mile

To help understand the needs of the whole county,

access to transit. The use of the level of traffic stress

the Authority will continue its efforts to get feedback

(LTS) methodology will be expanded to apply to setting

from communities throughout Contra Costa. The

priorities and to pedestrian needs. Another important

CBPP, like the 2017 CTP before it, expanded out-

innovation the Authority will consider is Vision Zero,

reach through innovative techniques such as an on-

an approach for reducing crashes and injuries on the

line survey and interactive web map. Future updates

transportation system for all users. The Authority will

to the CBPP will expand that outreach to improve the

also investigate new tools and technologies for moni-

Authority’s understanding of community needs.

toring walking and bicycling patterns in Contra Costa.

FUND
EDUCATE AND ENCOURAGE

The Authority plays a significant role in funding

Educating the public about the benefits of walking

plans and projects that benefit people who walk or

and bicycling – both for environmental and physical

bicycle. The funding available for these plans and

health – will go a long way towards increasing those

projects, however, is dwarfed by the need. To ensure

activities in Contra Costa. The Authority will contin-

these limited funds are used wisely, the Authority

ue its efforts to encourage people to walk and bicycle
through its support for 511 Contra Costa and Safe
Routes to School programs throughout the county.
An important aspect of this is education on the “rules
of the road”, both for people who walk or bicycle and
for people who drive, a necessary adjunct to redesigning the transportation network for all users.

ASSIST AND INVOLVE
Jurisdictions and other agencies will do much of the
“heavy lifting” in creating a safer and more accommodating roadway system for people who walk or bicycle.
Besides providing funding for improving that system, the
Authority will assist by maintaining an online toolkit of
best practices, providing data and analysis for local use,
and helping agencies develop applications for funding.
The Authority will also develop countywide approaches
to common issues, such as wayfinding and Vision Zero, to
coordinate and support the resolution of common issues.
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will need to invest where funds would have the greatest impact while still considering equity, both geographic and socioeconomic, in their allocation.
The priority for that allocation will be first to pedestrian and bicycle projects that complete gaps in
the network and lessen the level of traffic stress on
facilities in PPAs and along the CBN; this would include funding interim projects on those facilities
and in those areas that, while not fully low-stress,
make substantive improvements. The Authority will
also need to consider other factors in setting priorities as spelled out in the Implementation Chapter.

EVALUATE AND MONITOR
To understand progress made and the
challenges that remain, the Authority
will regularly monitor the system. This tracking will include
rates of walking and bicycling,
the location and number of
collisions and injuries, and the

“If you can’t
measure it, you can’t
manage it and you
can’t fix it.”

achievement of the objectives
identified in the CBPP. Using these

Michael Bloomberg

and other measures, the Authority
will report on the monitoring results
and use the results to refine its approach to
supporting and encouraging walking and bicycling.

UPDATE AND REFINE

the Countywide Bikeway Network (CBN), incorporate
new information from its monitoring, and reflect new
projects, plans and studies. The Implementation Chapter
lists several other refinements the Authority will ex-

To respond to its monitoring and evaluation and to new

plore, such as reviewing its procedures to more clearly

policies and requirements, the Authority will need to

reflect complete streets considerations. These updates

refine and update its policies and procedures. Regular

will include both shorter-term technical updates and

review and revision of the CBPP itself will be a key part

longer-term major updates. Major updates will involve

of this. Revisions to the CBPP will add new best prac-

collaboration with the Authority’s agency and jurisdiction

tices, refine the Pedestrian Priority Areas (PPAs) and

partners and outreach to communities in Contra Costa.
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4. PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
While walk trips make up only ten percent of the total,3 walking is a critically important mode of travel.
Everyone is a pedestrian for at least part of all trips,
whether that means walking to a bus stop, rolling to
a train station, shopping, or even just getting to and
from one’s car. To move about safely and comfortably, pedestrians need well-designed and maintained
walkways and crosswalks that provide access to jobs,
homes, shopping, schools, transit stations, parks and
other common destinations. Walking, like bicycling,
can also provide significant health benefits and contribute to vibrant neighborhoods and districts.
This chapter outlines the Authority’s approach to supporting walking in Contra Costa, identifies Pedestrian
Priority Areas (PPAs) where this support is most encouraged, and refers to appendices with more detailed
design guidance and resources for pedestrian facilities.

EXISTING CHALLENGES
Many barriers exist in Contra Costa that can discourage walking and bicycling, especially in suburban areas.
Barriers to direct connections between destinations
— freeways, railway, and arterials, for example — interrupt the street network, separating neighborhoods, and
necessitating circuitous routing and backtracking. Other
barriers include natural barriers, such as steep grade
changes, waterways, canals, busy roadways, and interchanges. These barriers affect walking more adversely
than driving. While a detour of a mile or more may not
matter to a driver of an automobile, an extra mile or more
of travel distance can be the difference between making
the trip on foot or not. In many cases, although a crossing of the roadway barrier exists, it has no sidewalks.
In addition to these barriers, missing sidewalks and gaps,
poor maintenance, and other conflicts — from parked
vehicles to poorly placed utilities — can inhibit walking. More recently, increased interest in dockless shared

3

California Household Travel Survey (CHTS), conducted between February 2012 and January 2013
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bicycles and scooters is creating additional sidewalk
conflicts. These technologies will need to be monitored

moving forward; consensus has not been reached on

will pull together and supplement data on the existing

how best to encourage their safe and responsible use.

pedestrian network to identify the magnitude of needed improvements. This information will also help in

Finally, walking is most attractive where destinations

setting priorities for pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

are closer together. Walking can most easily replace
a vehicle trip where the trip is less than a mile away.

For more information, please refer to Appendix A,

Encouraging a mix of uses near each other not sep-

“State of Walking and Biking in Contra Costa.”

arated by roads, parking and wide streets can go a
long way towards making walking more attractive.
One issue for planning for pedestrians is that information on where and when people walk and what facilities
— and gaps and obstructions in those facilities — are
lacking. Information on where sidewalks exist, their
width and condition, the location of crosswalks and
their length, and where obstructions exist are not available in a consistent format or level of detail throughout Contra Costa. To get a better understanding of the
inadequacies of the pedestrian system in Contra Costa
and the cost to address them, the Authority is proposing to prepare a pedestrian needs assessment. (See the
Implementation chapter for more details.) This study

PLANNING FOR PEDESTRIANS
Improved pedestrian facilities are necessary but not
sufficient for walkability. Possibly more important are
land use and development patterns, since pedestrians
are much more sensitive to distances and the quality of
the environment through which they travel than other
transportation users. Contra Costa’s Measure J Growth
Management Program (described in Appendix A,
“State of Walking and Biking in Contra Costa”) recognizes this by requiring local jurisdictions to adopt
policies and standards for the design of new developments that are pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly.
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The 2018 CBPP designates pedestrian priority ar-

traffic, and shade during the summer, also improve

eas and sets out best practice design guidance in

pedestrian comfort. Streetlights might be required in

support of high quality, safe, and comfortable pe-

some locations to improve nighttime safety and visibility.

destrian network throughout Contra Costa. The
Plan envisions a pedestrian network that is:

Barriers along walkways that limit direct movement and
conflicts, such as those between bicyclists or scooters

• Inviting – with memorable places for rest and recreation
• Connected – with a scale of crossings and access
points designed for direct travel and along desire lines

riding or parking on sidewalks, and vehicles parking
on sidewalks, should be reduced. Wheelchair users and
other persons with disabilities are particularly sensitive to
these barriers and conflicts within of the public right of
way. This need is recognized by Title II of the Americans

• Efficient – with first/last mile access to oth-

with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 and Section 504

er modes easily navigated by people walking

of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, landmark pieces of

• Safe – with appropriate speeds and driver behavior

legislation that require that public facilities be accessible

and with eyes on the street for personal security

to persons with disabilities. Accommodating people with

• Low stress – with shorter crossing distances and buffers provided on busier streets

disabilities should be a primary objective of any newly
planned pedestrian facility; facilities that accommodate
the disabled improve the walking experience for all.

• Vibrant – with mixes of uses that bring life
to the street throughout the day and week
To move about safely and comfortably, pedestrians need
walkways and crosswalks that are well-designed and

DESIGNING PEDESTRIAN
FACILITIES

maintained and that provide access to jobs, homes, shop-

When designing for people who walk, agencies must

ping, schools, transit stations, parks and other common

first identify the needs and concerns of pedestrians in

destinations. Landscaping and street trees, which pro-

their community. Some needs can be addressed through

vide a horizontal and vertical buffer from busy roadway

non-capital projects, that is, through education, encour-
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agement, and enforcement programs. These are addressed
in Chapter 6, “Support Programs.” Some needs, however,
are best addressed through engineering solutions, by
installing or improving facilities for pedestrians. The
main types of pedestrian-oriented capital projects that
municipalities should consider implementing are:
Walkways – Sidewalks, trails, and other types of walkways should be clear of obstructions and have a clear
path wide enough to accommodate the widest

Walkways should

wheelchair or baby stroller, at minimum, so
that people can comfortably walk side-byside and pass each other. Obstructions,

allow all users to comfortably
travel, including individuals in

from utility boxes and fire hydrants to
signs and utility poles, can deter pedestrians trying to use a sidewalk for its intend-

wheelchairs, individuals with

ed purpose. These obstructions may make

baby strollers, and others.

pedestrians go single file, or wait for someone from the other direction, or risk scraping
their elbows, wheelchair, or grocery bags if they
do not tread carefully enough through the narrow
spaces. In some locations, enforcement may be needed
to ensure that vehicles do not use sidewalks for parking.
Curb Ramps – Every new sidewalk should have curb
ramps installed at crossings, and at existing crossings
without curb ramps, to ensure ADA-accessibility. Curb
ramps help people who use wheelchairs, strollers, walkers,
crutches, handcarts, or bicycles, or
those with mobility restrictions, make the transition
between the sidewalk

Curb ramps should

and the street without

be present at all sidewalk

having to step up and
down high curbs.

and compliant with
ADA standards.
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Safer Crossings – Clearly marked, high-visibility

Traffic Calming – The severity of crashes increas-

crosswalks should warn motorists of the presence of

es substantially with vehicle speed. Roughly nine in

people walking. Agencies have a number of options for

ten people walking will survive a crash with a vehi-

making crossings safer for pedestrians. They include

cle traveling 20 miles per hour; only one in ten will

advance stop bars; speed tables; reduced crossing dis-

survive a crash with a vehicle traveling 40 miles per

tances using pedestrian refuge islands, and/or curb

hour. Devices to reduce traffic speeds and volumes

extensions; “daylighting” (i.e. removing parked vehicles

improve conditions for both people who walk or

and other sight obstructions at intersections); traffic

bike. They may include improvements such as traffic

signal timing, such as a leading pedestrian interval, that

circles or roundabouts, mid-block and intersection

facilitates pedestrian crossings; audible pedestrian count-

bulb-outs or curb extensions, traffic diverters, raised

down signals; improved lighting; and hybrid beacons.

crosswalks or speed tables, visual street-narrowing techniques, and strategic traffic signal timing.

Safe, clearly
marked crossings are
critical to improving the
pedestrian realm.
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Traffic calming measures
can help reduce the severity
and likelihood of
collisions at intersections.

Direct Connections – As noted above, pedestrians are
sensitive to distance more than vehicles or even bicyclists.
Providing more direct pedestrian connections, using cutthroughs, over- or under-crossings and other shortcuts,

Direct connections

make walking more viable or more convenient, especially

encourage walking by mak-

at locations with existing barriers, such as those identified
in the Across Barrier Connections analysis in Appendix

ing travel more convenient.

A, “State of Walking and Biking in Contra Costa.”
Streetscape Improvements – Improving the streetscape for pedestrians can make walking both safer and
more pleasant. These improvements can include increased
street lighting, enhanced street landscaping and street
furniture, special paving for sidewalks or crosswalks,
public art, benches, trash receptacles, bus shelters,
pedestrian scale lighting, and wayfinding.
Street-scale urban design can provide
safer, more inviting environments for
outdoor physical activities. Features

Streetscape improvements

such as street furniture, street-facing

can improve pedestrian

windows, and active street front-

experience and there-

ages have all been associated with
increased pedestrian street use.

fore encourage walking.

Recent innovations and current trends in
pedestrian and bicycle planning are summarized in Appendix B, “Countywide Objectives &
Plan Update Strategic White Paper”. It contains a series
of brief fact sheets, including information on Pedestrian
Crossing Toolkits and Applications, and Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacons. For more specific design guidance
for pedestrian facilities, please refer to Appendix C,
“Best Practices: Pedestrian and Bicycle Treatments.”
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• Within ½ mile of a Major Transit stop, as defined

PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY AREAS

by as defined by MTC’s Infill Opportunity Zones4

The need for pedestrian facilities is generally greatest

• Within ¼ mile of a public school

where residential, employment, or retail densities are
higher; where those uses are nearest to each other; and

• Within 500 feet of the highest concentration (top

where conflicts with vehicles are greatest. To focus the

10 percentile) of pedestrian collisions over the

limited funding available, the Authority has identified

past 10 years (see Figures 3-A through 3-E)

areas where pedestrian improvements are most needed
and, consequently, where funding should be prioritized.

Additionally, the PPAs include areas that, while they

These Pedestrian Priority Areas (PPAs) are identified us-

may not meet one of the criteria listed above, provide

ing several criteria, listed below. The CCTA Countywide

the mix of uses and the existing pedestrian network that

Travel Demand Model for year 2040, which estimates

now support pedestrian activity. They include areas such

long-term development and density for different land

as downtown districts in Brentwood, Pleasant Hill, and

uses in Contra Costa, was used in this process. The crite-

Danville, and high pedestrian-volume corridors such

ria also incorporate Priority Development Areas (PDAs)

as Monument Boulevard in Concord. Routes within a

designated by local jurisdictions and included in the

half mile of a public school and or within a half-mile

Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) long-

of a transit stop served by at least one bus every 20

range Regional Transportation Plan, Plan Bay Area 2040.

minutes are also considered PPAs, although they may
not be shown in the Figure 3 series. Projects in other

The PPAs shown in the following maps iden-

locations would be considered in a PPA if a jurisdic-

tify areas across Contra Costa that meet at

tion can show consistency with the above criteria.

least one of the following criteria:
While the Authority will give priority for funding for
• High residential density
• High combined residential and retail employment density
• High combined total employment and retail
employment density
• High total employment density
• Within a Priority Development Area with higher
forecast growth
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pedestrian improvements to projects within PPAs,
other pedestrian improvements could also be funded where they would remedy a significant safety issue,
provide a missing across barrier connection, serve a
substantial number of users, or take advantage of opportunities to leverage other funding or to be developed as part of a larger transportation improvement.
4

MTC (2017). Infill Opportunity Zone Eligibility. Accessed at:
https://mtc.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=c50040747a804c35b8f4e12dd04d0f05#overview
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5. BICYCLE FACILITIES
Interest in bicycling has continued to increase in re-

“Best Practices: Pedestrian and Bicycle Treatments”,

cent years, reflecting a national trend. Encouraging

contains more specific resources and recommendations

more people to bicycle is increasingly seen as a

for designing and implementing bicycle facilities.

way to address a number of public policy concerns including traffic congestion, physical inactivity, air pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions.
This chapter summarizes the Authority’s approach to
supporting bicycling through the planning and design
of bicycle facilities. It outlines planning considerations
for people who bike, incorporating recent innovations in bicycle planning and design; describes Contra
Costa’s updated, “low-stress Countywide Bikeway
Network” (low-stress CBN); and evaluates the existing
and future level of traffic stress (LTS) on the CBN; and
analyzes the cost for completing a low-stress CBN.
Recent innovations and current trends in pedestrian
and bicycle planning are also summarized in Appendix
B, “Countywide Objectives & Plan Update Strategic
White Paper.” The White Paper presents a series of brief
fact sheets, including information on regional backbone bikeway network planning, protected bikeways,
and protected intersection treatments. Appendix C,
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PLANNING FOR BICYCLISTS
The landscape for bicycling at the national level has
changed dramatically since the last update of the CBPP,
with a variety of new bicycle planning tools and innovative designs tested in the San Francisco Bay Area and
across the United States and North America. A number of new guidelines — such as the Federal Highway

The NACTO Urban Bikeway
Design Guide, 2nd Edition
and the FHWA Separated
Bike Lane Planning and
Design Guide provide
best practice guidance for
innovative bicycle facilities in the United States.

Administration’s (FHWA) Separated Bike Lane Planning
and Design Guide and the National Association of City
Transportation Officials’ (NACTO) Urban Bikeway
Guide, 2nd Edition — have expanded and refined
the state of the practice in bicycle facility design.
Much recent research has focused on how different
bicycle facilities can increase a bicyclist’s sense of safety
and comfort, and thus shift trips from other modes and
increase bicycle ridership. A successful bicycle network
accommodates users of all ages and abilities, including
young bicyclists and those who may be new to bicycling.
Different types of bikeways feel more or less comfortable
depending on the confidence and experience of different
bicyclists. The Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) methodology
described below was developed to evaluate and guide
bicycle network planning through the analysis of lowstress connectivity. The 2018 Plan focuses the CBN on
a backbone network of low-stress bikeways upon which
local jurisdictions — and the public — can expand.
This approach will ensure that Contra Costa stays at
the forefront of sustainable transportation planning
through the implementation of new but tested best
practices in the planning and design of bicycle facilities.

LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS METHOD

through Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) analysis. The LTS
methodology, developed by Merkuria, Furth, and Nixon
at the Mineta Transportation Institute, was created to
evaluate and guide low-stress bicycle network planning.
The LTS methodology measures how stressful a street
is for people who bike. The methodology uses the characteristics of roadways and bikeways that research has
shown to cause stress, such as auto speeds, number
of travel lanes, and bicycle facility type (see table below). For example, conventional striped bike lanes are
only considered low stress where they are physically
separated from vehicles (e.g. trails or protected bikeways) or where auto speeds are 30 mph or less. LTS

One way of understanding how well a bicycle network

rankings range from 1 (very low stress; tolerable by

accommodates bicyclists of all ages and abilities is

all) to 4 (very high stress; tolerable by only a few).
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The LTS approach also mirrors Roger Geller’s research for
the City of Portland on the Four Types of Cyclists, which

Description of Bicycle Facilities by LTS Score
Physically separated from
traffic or low-volume, mixedflow traffic at 25 mph or less

categorizes the general population into four groups.
People comfortable with riding on roadways that score
LTS 3 or 4 are typically considered the “strong and fearless” or “enthused and confident” category of cyclists from

LTS 1

Intersections easy to
approach and cross

Four Types of Cyclists. Together these two groups account
for only about eight percent of the total population.

Comfortable for children

Research has shown that the “Interested but Concerned”

Bike lanes 5.5-feet-wide or less,
next to 30 mph auto traffic

who make up the largest segment of the population are
attracted to highly comfortable bicycle facilities on which
they feel safe riding. To feel comfortable and safe they
require low traffic stress (LTS 1 or 2) roadways, such

LTS 2

Typical of bicycle facilities
in the Netherlands

The images on the following page graphical-

Bicycle lanes next to 35 mph auto
traffic,
or mixed-flow traffic at 30 mph or less

ly illustrate the LTS concept and the connection between LTS and the types of cyclists.
LTS 3

BIKEWAY FACILITIES
the California Department of Transportation’s (Caltrans)

No dedicated bicycle facilities

Highway Design Manual (Chapter 1000: Bikeway

Each bikeway class is intended to provide people who

Comfortable for most
current U.S. riders
Typical of bicycle facilities
in United States

The bikeway facilities described in the 2018 CBPP reflect

which codify four distinct classifications of bikeways.

Unsignalized crossings of up
to five lanes at 30 mph
Comfortable for most adults

as trails, separated bikeways, or bicycle boulevards.

Planning and Design) and California Assembly Bill 1193

Bike lanes six-feet-wide or more

Traffic speeds 40 mph or more
LTS 4

Comfortable only for “strong and
fearless”
riders (vehicular cyclists)

bike with enhanced riding conditions. Bikeways offer
various levels of separation from traffic based on traffic
volume and speed, among other factors. The bikeway

Appendix D, “Best Practice Bicycle Design

types in California and appropriate contexts for each

Guidelines”, contains more information on

are detailed on pages 40–2. (Please note that the dimen-

these and other bicycle treatments.

sions for bike facilities in the drawings are dimensioned
for illustrative purposes. In addition, vehicle parking
facilities shown in some drawing are optional.) These
facility types were used to develop the low-stress CBN.
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THE FOUR TYPES OF BICYCLISTS

1%

7%

60%

33%

THE FOUR TYPES OF BICYCLISTS

STRONGandFEARLESS

ENTHUSEDandCONFIDENT

1%

7%

STRONGandFEARLESS

ENTHUSEDandCONFIDENT

INTERESTEDbutCONCERNED

60%

INTERESTEDbutCONCERNED

NOwayNOhow

33%

NOwayNOhow

LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS
Level of traffic stress (LTS) is a way to evaluate the stress a bike rider will experience while riding on the road.
It is used to categorize roads by the types of riders above who will be willing to use them based on:

LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS

Level of traffic stress (LTS) is a way to evaluate the stress a bike rider will experience while riding on the road.
It is used to categorize roads by the types of riders above who will be willing to use them based on:
Number of Travel Lanes

Speed of Traffic

Number of Vehicles

Presence of Bike Lanes

Width of Bike Lanes

Most children
can feel safe Presence
riding ofonBike
these
streets.
LTS Speed
1 of Traffic
Number of Vehicles
Lanes
Width of Bike Lanes

Number of Travel Lanes

Presence of Physical Barrier

Presence of Physical Barrier

LTS
LTS 2
1

The mainstream “interested but concerned”
Most
canwill
feel feel
safe safe
riding
on these
streets.
adult children
population
riding
on these
streets.

LTS
LTS 3
2

Streets
that are acceptable
and confident”
The
mainstream
“interestedto
but“enthused
concerned”
riderspopulation
who still prefer
having
their own
dedicated
adult
will feel
safe riding
on these
streets.space.

LTS
LTS 4
3

High-stress
streets
with high
speed limits,
multiple travel lanes,
Streets
that are
acceptable
to “enthused
and confident”
limitedwho
or non-existent
bikeways,
and dedicated
long intersection
riders
still prefer having
their own
space. crossing distances.

LTS 4

High-stress streets with high speed limits, multiple travel lanes,
limited or non-existent bikeways, and long intersection crossing distances.
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Shared-Use Path (Class I Bikeway) — Bike paths

Bike Lane (Class II Bikeway) — Using special

provide a completely separate right of way that is des-

lane markings, pavement legends, and signage, bike

ignated for the exclusive use of people riding bicycles

lanes provide designated street space for bicyclists,

and walking with minimal cross-flow traffic. Such

typically adjacent to the outer vehicle travel lanes.

paths are often located along creeks, canals, and rail
lines. Class I Bikeways can also offer opportunities
not provided by the road system by serving as both
recreational areas and desirable commuter routes.

SHARED-USE PATH (CLASS I)

Completely separated right-of-way for exclusive use of bicycles and pedestrians

Not to scale

2’
Shoulder

8’-12’
Paved Path

2’
Shoulder

BICYCLE LANE (CLASS II)
On-street striped lane for one-way bike travel

Bike Lane Sign
(Optional)

Not to scale

Sidewalk

7-8’
Parking

5’-6’
Bike Lane

Travel Lane
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Travel Lane

5’-6’
Bike Lane

Sidewalk

Buffered Bike Lanes (Class II Bikeway) — Buffered

Bike Route (Class III Bikeway) — Bike routes

bike lanes increase separation through painted buffers

provide enhanced mixed-traffic conditions for bi-

between vehicle lanes and/or parking, and green paint at

cyclists through signage, sharrow striping, and/

conflict zones (such as driveways or intersections). This

or traffic calming treatments, and provide continu-

increased separation is most often added along medium

ity to a bikeway network. Bike routes are typically

volume collectors or arterials. Buffered bike lanes are

designated along gaps between bike trails or bike

often used where full vertical separation is not feasible,

lanes, or along low-volume, low-speed streets.

for example, where on-street parking or frequent driveways would block the visibility of cyclists to motorists.

BUFFERED BICYCLE LANE (CLASS II)
Modified on-street bike lane with painted buffer

Parking

5’-6’
Bike Lane

1.5’-3’ Striped Buffer

Sidewalk

0’-3’ Striped Buffer

0’-2’ Striped Buffer

Not to scale

Travel Lane

Travel Lane

5’-6’
Bike Lane

Sidewalk

BICYCLE ROUTE (CLASS III)
Shared on-street facility
Bicycle Route Signs

Not to scale

Sidewalk

Parking

Travel Lane

Travel Lane

Sidewalk
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Bicycle Boulevards (Class III Bikeway) further

Protected Bikeway (Class IV Bikeway), also re-

enhance bike routes by encouraging slower speeds

ferred to as cycle tracks or separated bikeways, are set

and discouraging non-local vehicle traffic using traf-

aside for the exclusive use of bicycles and physically

fic diverters, chicanes, traffic circles, and speed tables.

separated from vehicle traffic. Separated Bikeways were

They are always located on low auto volume and low

adopted by Caltrans in 2015. Types of separation may

speed residential streets. Bicycle boulevards can also

include, but are not limited to, grade separation, flex-

feature special wayfinding signage to nearby destina-

ible posts, physical barriers, or on-street parking.

tions or other bikeways. They are an important element
of the low-stress CBN and often provide important
safe routes to school connections for children.

BICYCLE BOULEVARD (CLASS III)
Shared on-street facility with improvements to prioritize bicycle traffic
Bicycle Boulevard Signs

Not to scale

Sidewalk

Parking

Travel Lane

Travel Lane

Parking

Sidewalk

PROTECTED BIKEWAY (CLASS IV)
Physically separated bike lane

Not to scale

Sidewalk 5’-7’
Parking
Bike Lane &
3-5’ min. Buffer

Travel
Lane
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Travel
5’-7’ Sidewalk
Lane Bike Lane &
2-3’ min. Buffer

COUNTYWIDE BIKEWAY
NETWORK
The 2018 CBPP identifies a network of bicycle facilities that
together form a “low-stress Countywide Bikeway Network”
(CBN). This backbone network, when implemented, will

13. Collision and safety data
Using the 2009 CBN as a starting point,
the 2018 low-stress CBN:
1.

Incorporates any low-stress bikeway proj-

do several things: it will provide a connected set of facilities

ects of regional significance that have been

to serve all ages and abilities, address the barriers creat-

implemented or proposed since 2009

ed by high-stress arterials and collectors, and provide the

2.

Adds low-stress facilities on segments that re-

key connections between destinations and basic structure

ceived an LTS scores of 3 or 4 (i.e. high-stress) in

for the more detailed system of local bikeways. The CBN

the existing LTS evaluation (see details below)

consists of only regionally significant bicycle facilities, either
existing or proposed, rated low stress (LTS 1 or LTS 2).
Local jurisdictions and agencies will also develop other
bikeways and improvements that connect to and expand
upon the CBN. Many new bicycle planning tools — such

3.

Removes a small number of segments where adjacent low-stress facilities exist, or where there
is low expected bicycle demand due to existing
industrial land uses and/or undeveloped land

as separated bikeways and bicycle boulevards — will be

The low-stress backbone CBN designated in the

needed to create this network of low-stress facilities. The

2018 CBPP will close network gaps, address bar-

Authority will work with local jurisdictions to create this

riers, improve connectivity to key destinations,

network and to expand and connect it to a more involved

and increase bicycling safety and comfort.

and comprehensive system of bikeways in Contra Costa.
The maps on the following pages illustrate the proposed
The low-stress CBN builds on the CBN devel-

low-stress CBN. It includes approximately 670 miles

oped in the previous CBPP, which applied the fol-

of low-stress bikeways, of which only 150 miles, or 22

lowing eight criteria to select the segments:

percent, have been completed. The proposed segments on

6.

Existing bicycling patterns based on public input

7.

Roadway conditions (speeds, volumes)

8.

General connectivity and directness of route, including to transit

9.

Number of destinations served (schools, parks,
employment centers, transit stations and stops)

10. Topography and gradients
11. Integration into the regional system
12. Presence of reasonable alternatives for bi-

the maps may not in all cases represent the final proposed alignment. Instead, they represent corridors and
general connections to link existing segments. Many of
these corridors and connections will need to overcome
significant obstacles — most typically, limited right of
way on existing roads — before they can be completed.
The final alignment for proposed segments will need
to be determined by local jurisdictions working with
stakeholders, and will need to be based on such factors as
feasibility, complexity, and cost. Final alignments may use
different streets or trails than those shown on the maps.

cyclists of various skill levels
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The low-stress CBN is made up of a full range of facility
types, including:

EVALUATION OF LEVEL OF
TRAFFIC STRESS
A countywide assessment of bicycle comfort was con-

Type

Examples
(Existing and Proposed)

ducted using a Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) analysis for
each portion of the low-stress CBN. As described previously, this methodology measures how much stress is

Bikeways
(Class I)

Ohlone Greenway

experienced by bicyclists due to various characteristics

Lafayette-Moraga Trail

of roads and bicycle facilities. The LTS analysis for the

Iron Horse Trail

2018 CBPP compares existing LTS scores on the facilities

Delta de Anza Trail

that make up the 2018 low-stress CBN (see Figure 5 and
Appendix F, “Level of Traffic Stress Regional Maps”) to

Buffered Bike
Lanes (Class II)

Treat Boulevard (Walnut Creek)

Bike
Boulevards
(Class III )

Nevin Avenue connecting the
Richmond Civic
Center to BART

Separated
Bikeways
(Class IV)

Rumrill Avenue in San Pablo
San Pablo Avenue in El
Cerrito and Richmond

the LTS scores for the proposed fully low-stress facilities.
As Figure 5 indicates, Contra Costa has several low
stress backbone facilities along key Class I trails such as
the Ohlone Greenway in West County, the Iron Horse
Trail paralleling I-680, and the Delta-de Anza Trail
in East County. Many existing facilities on the 2018
CBN, however, are located on high-speed arterials and
are currently high stress (with LTS scores of 3 or 4).

Across Barriers
Connections

Iron Horse Trail overcrossing
of Bollinger Canyon
in San Ramon

Figure 6 presents the LTS scores for the proposed low-

Mokelumne Aqueduct Regional
Trail overcrossing at SR-4 in
Brentwood and Antioch

CBN would receive a score of LTS 1 or 2. In general, the

Carlson Boulevard, 23rd
Street and the Richmond
Greenway in Richmond

stress CBN, which assumes that all bicycle facilities on the
LTS 1 facilities presented on these maps represent existing
or proposed Class I and Class IV facilities, or Class II
or Class III facilities on low-speed roadways (less than
25 or 30 mph). Proposed facilities that do not meet the
criteria for LTS 1 – or in cases where the proposed facility
has not yet been determined – are shown as LTS 2 in the

Intra-county bicycle connections are de-

future. This represents a significant increase in low-stress

scribed in Appendix A, “State of Walking

bikeways, which provide more comfortable facilities for

and Bicycling in Contra Costa.”

Contra Costans of all ages and abilities to bike more often.
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structure-related projects. These are planning-level

LOW STRESS BIKEWAY ACCESSIBILITY

cost estimates for that include contingencies. Local

Implementing the low-stress 2018 CBN would increase

jurisdictions will be tasked with developing detailed

access to jobs and services using low stress bikeways.

estimates during the preliminary engineering stage as

Figure 7 on the next page shows the increase from

individual projects advance toward implementation.

current conditions to full buildout of the low-stress 2018
CBN in the amount of jobs, shopping, parks, schools,

For over 300 miles of the 2018 low-stress CBN, specific

and rail transit stations accessible within a 30-minute

low-stress facilities have not yet been proposed. These

bike ride using only low stress bicycle facilities. The

segments will require corridor studies by local jurisdic-

numbers presented below the map indicate the num-

tions to identify appropriate low-stress facilities. For cost

ber of destinations that the average Contra Costan can

estimating purposes, it is assumed that the cost to imple-

access before and after implementing the network.

ment unspecified low-stress facilities is the average of the
cost per mile to implement Class I and Class IV facilities.

COST EVALUATION
The total cost of all proposed low-stress bicycle facil-

To make walking and bicycling more practical, CCTA

ities identified in the 2018 low-stress CBN are pre-

and its partners will need to take a multi-disciplinary

sented in order to provide a base for Contra Costa

approach involving the “Five E’s”: engineering, edu-

and local jurisdictions to seek funding opportunities

cation, encouragement, enforcement, and evaluation.

for implementation. Table 5-1 summarizes the cost

Engineering, the focus of the previous two chapters, is in-

to complete the 2018 low-stress CBN for all infra-

tegral in the design of facilities for walking and bicycling.

Table 5-1. Cost to Complete 2018 Low-Stress CBN
Cost of Proposed
Low-Stress Facilities

Low-Stress Mileage

Low-Stress Facility Type

Existing

Proposed

Total

Per Mile

148

154

302

$1,847,000

$283,886,000

Buffered Bicycle Lane (Class II)

0

2

2

$245,000

$551,000

Bicycle Boulevard (Class III)

1

4

5

$358,000

$1,471,000

Protected Bikeway (Class IV)

0

36

36

$2,634,000

$94,964,000

Unspecified Low-Stress Facility

0

317

317

$2,240,000

$710,823,000

149

513

662

$1,650,000

$1,091,695,000

Shared Use Path or Bike Trail (Class I)

Total
NOTE: Totals may not sum due to rounding
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Total

Figure 7. Measuring the Change in Low Stress Bikeway Accessibility

How Does Access to Destinations Change with
the 2018 Low-Stress Countywide Bike Network?

What’s On the Map?

Where Can You Get on Low-Stress Bikeways?

This map shows the change in access
to jobs, shopping, parks, schools, and
transit stations in a 30-minute bike ride
using only low stress bicycle facilities
from current conditions to full buildout
of the 2018 Low-Stress Countywide
Bike Network (CBN).

Type of
Destination

Low-Stress 2018 CBN
EXISTING

Access with
2018 CBN

14k

38k

4

9
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20

46
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12
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1
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JOBS
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CENTERS

PROPOSED

Change in Access to Destinations
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ACCESS
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Access
Today
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Transit Stations
BART

EBART

AMTRAK

RAIL TRANSIT
STATIONS

Change in
Access
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6. SUPPORT PROGRAMS
While engineering new or improved facilities is crit-

gained prominence in recent years as a way of address-

ical, it is only part of making walking and bicycling

ing multiple concerns: traffic safety, physical inactivity

a more realistic option. This chapter addresses the

and obesity among children, and traffic congestion

remaining four E’s — education, encouragement, en-

in school areas at the start and end of the school day.

forcement and evaluation — as well as other support

SRTS projects are usually developed through a collab-

programs and projects that enhance the enjoyment of

orative planning process that includes school adminis-

walking and bicycling, and serve to increase the num-

trators and teachers, the local PTA, students and their

ber of people walking and biking in Contra Costa.

parents, neighborhood groups and residents, the local
police department, and staff at local public agencies
such as the planning and public works departments.

EDUCATION
Pedestrian and bicycle education programs provide both information on the benefits of walking
and biking and the training and skills needed to
walk or bicycle safely. Safe Routes to Schools programs target schoolchildren, and more general education programs target both children and adults.

With approximately 180 public elementary and middle
schools in Contra Costa, opportunities for SRTS projects and programs are numerous. CCTA has sponsored
technical assistance for many of these schools and several
local school districts have active education and encouragement programs already in place. Through the 511
Contra Costa program, the Authority supports SRTS
programs in schools throughout Contra Costa. Their

SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOLS
Safe Routes to School (SRTS or SR2S) projects and
programs seek to make walking and bicycling to elementary, middle and high schools safer and more
convenient for children. The SRTS movement has

work includes curricula for children on walking and
bicycling, in-class safety education and encouragement
presentations, bicycle helmet fit and distribution, bike and
walk to school encouragement events, and bicycle rodeos
for children. CCTA’s SRTS program also partners with
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various law enforcement agencies in community-based

for adults, especially through employer-based trans-

safety education outreach efforts. CCTA is also develop-

portation demand management (TDM) programs. As

ing a “bicycle garden” within an existing park in Central

in many SRTS programs, this outreach is a key part of

Contra Costa. This bicycle park will serve as a permanent,

the work of 511 Contra Costa. Much of this is done

hands-on bicycle training area designed like a miniature

in collaboration with employers and job centers such

city streetscape where children ride bikes to learn the

as Bishop Ranch in San Ramon and the Contra Costa

rules-of-the-road. Technical assistance is provided for

Centre around the Pleasant Hill BART station.

minor infrastructure improvements aimed at increasing safe bicycle and pedestrian access to school. Bicycle

Local agencies can also support or implement walk-

and skateboard/scooter racks are provided to schools.

ing and bicycling educational efforts targeted at adults.
This education can include courses, booklets and sig-

Safe Routes to School is evolving nationally into a Vision

nage; training rides and pop-up events for outreach

Zero for Youth movement. The 2018 CBPP recommends

and education along regional trails; and workshops on

that the Authority and its partners in Contra Costa

bicycle commuting and maintenance, as well as train-

consider adopting this approach, which promotes safe

ing courses and conferences for public agency staff.

travel for children more broadly (not just on school trips).

CCTA could also assist local jurisdictions in educating

It also works to instill a life-long interest and commit-

the public on new infrastructure improvements such as

ment to transportation safety and to serve as a catalyst

protected bikeways, a key component of the low-stress

for adopting the Vision Zero in the next generation.

CBN, and pedestrian hybrid beacons, a proven safety
countermeasure for crossing busy, high speed road-

EDUCATION PROGRAMS
In addition to SRTS programs and projects, the Authority
supports a variety of outreach and education programs
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ways. CCTA will continue to work with local advocacy
groups such as Bike East Bay and regional partners such
as East Bay Regional Park District to help develop and
administer educational programs across Contra Costa.

ENCOURAGEMENT
Encouragement programs provide people will incentives to
start walking and biking, or to walk and bike more often.
Encouragement programs can include bicycle parking,
end-of-trip facilities, transit access, wayfinding, and promotional activities such as rewards or incentive programs.

BICYCLE PARKING
COMMUNITY BASED ENCOURAGEMENT
PROGRAMS

After on- and off-street facilities, bicycle parking is the

Promoting bicycling or walking as fun and rewarding

system. Parking for bikes is a low-cost yet effective

modes of transportation can be accomplished through

way to encourage cycling and improve the function-

community or regionally based programs, such as 511

ality of a bikeway network. Short-term parking (often

Contra Costa’s Summer Bike Challenge Program and Bike

referred to as Class II) serves people parking bicycles

to Work Day sponsorship. Opportunities for new ways to

for two hours or less. While short-term bicycle park-

promote biking and walking through “gamification” via apps

ing must be secure, the emphasis is on convenience

or web-based programs can promote mode shift as well.

and accessibility. Long-term parking (Class I) is for

most important element of a community’s bicycling
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bicycle parking needs of more than two hours, such
as for employees during work or at people’s homes.
The 2018 Plan encourages jurisdictions, through the
design review and permitting process, to require all new
commercial and institutional development and redevelopment that meet certain size criteria to provide adequate
bicycle parking racks and lockers. This includes bicycle
parking in the development of new community facilities,
especially libraries, parks, schools, community centers, and
administrative offices. Jurisdictions should also consider
requiring organizers of mass attendance events to provide
and publicize attended bicycle parking in secure, enclosed
areas as a way to mitigate the transportation impacts
of such events. The APBP Bicycle Parking Guidelines,
2nd Edition provides guidance on bike parking facilities

END-OF-TRIP FACILITIES
For commuters who dress formally, travel long distances, or bicycle during wet or hot weather, the ability
to shower and change clothing can be as important as
bicycle storage. End-of-trip facilities such as showers
and changing rooms are provided for employees in
Contra Costa at a number of large office parks, large
office buildings, and buildings with fitness centers. Local
jurisdictions should incorporate showers and changing rooms in the construction of new administrative
buildings and should consider requiring developers of
employment centers of more than a certain size — such
as 50,000 square feet of usable space — to do the same.

BIKE SHARE PROGRAMS

and siting decisions. Additional design considerations

Bike share systems have been growing in cities around

are included in Appendix C of this Plan, Appendix C,

the world and throughout the state of California over

“Best Practices: Pedestrian and Bicycle Treatments.”

the past decade. They are often implemented as a way
to offer residents more active transportation options
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and increase bicycling, as well as to reduce auto travel

Siting bike share stations – for “docked” systems – is a

and associated greenhouse gas emissions. Bike share

critical issue. Siting must consider surrounding land

can also increase accessibility, improve first/last-mile

use, the density of stations and how the stations are

connections to transit, and enhance public health.

situated in the streetscape and supported by street
treatments that pinpoint and protect stations and pro-

With bike share, users can make the trip from point A

vide needed wayfinding. In addition, stations must

to point B without the cost of owning a bicycle or the

connect to key destinations within the reach of bicyclists

hassle of having a bicycle available for that trip. Costs

via a safe, well-developed system of bicycle facilities.

vary by system but typically structured to encourage

Some general principles for bike share siting include:

use for short transportation trips (about 30 minutes).

• Easy access

In most bike sharing systems, an individual “borrows” a

• Good visibility

bicycle on a very short-term basis and returns the bicycle

• Operationally feasible

to the same or another bike sharing station. New dockless systems do not require stations at all, allowing riders
to leave bicycles almost anywhere. E-bike (electric bike)
and scooter sharing are also becoming more common.

• No conflicts with pedestrian travel, transit stops, or
other major streetscape features such as fire hydrants,
loading bays, utility boxes or poles, or landscaping
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• Best results with stations located a 3- to
5-minute walking distance of one another (no more than one-quarter mile)
Bike share docking and larger systems may require
substantial upfront capital costs as well as ongoing maintenance, often paid by the jurisdiction and/
or sponsored through an advertising contract.
Dockless bike share systems are becoming increasingly
popular. They are being implemented in a few jurisdictions in Contra Costa (including a recent deployment
in Walnut Creek) and several others are considering
implementing these services. Users can locate and
unlock dockless bikes using a smart phone app, and

ELECTRIC ASSIST BICYCLES

bikes can be parked within a certain service area, typ-

The e-bike, or electric bike, integrates an electric mo-

ically on the sidewalk or at bike racks. These systems

tor with a regular bicycle. Some e-bikes have a motor

have lower upfront costs (often offered to jurisdictions

that only assists the rider’s pedal-power (“electric as-

at no cost) and are more convenient for users, since

sist”); others have a more powerful system, closer to a

they do not require docking stations. Drawbacks of

moped, while retaining the ability to be pedaled by the

dockless systems include: managing cluttered bicycles

rider. E-bikes extend the cycling range for the user and

parked on sidewalks, rebalancing bikes to meet demand,

encourage longer trips; make cycling more convenient

maintaining scattered bike fleet and misplaced bikes,

in cities with difficult topography; encourage more

addressing inequitable access (if implemented with

bicycling by older people; and enable cycling at a faster

limited agency control), obtaining privately held data,

speed without the need for a shower at the destination.

and addressing the lack of visibility that docking stations can provide. A summary of potential benefits and

Increased use of electric bicycles has the potential to

concerns for dockless bicycle systems is included below.

replace short distance automotive trips, which would reduce congestion, greenhouse gas emissions, and air quali-

Benefits

Concerns

Accessibility

Safety

Potential for mode
shift (specifically
from autos)

Regulation

Affordability

Obstruction of
pedestrian and
bicycle facilities

Relief of transit
congestion during
peak commute periods

Mode shift (from
transit and other
active modes)
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ty impacts associated with these trips. Encouraging e-bike
use could help overcome perceived barriers to bicycling
such as challenging topography and long distances. E-bike
usage was recently permitted on the Iron Horse Trail.
E-bike sharing is also becoming more common.
San Francisco, for example, recently permitted
250 “Jump” dockless e-bikes for operation over

an 18-month period. Lime Bike, another dockless

Accessing transit hubs can be challenging for pedes-

bike share provider, also operates e-bike fleets.

trians and bicyclists. Freeways or busy arterials isolate
some stations. In some cases, few or no safe and con-

TRANSIT ACCESS
Walking, bicycling, and riding transit are highly complementary. Transit use can increase the range of travel
for pedestrians and bicyclists by bridging distances;
overcoming physical barriers, such as waterways and
hilly terrain; and compensating for other deterrents,
such as poor weather and personal safety concerns
during nighttime travel. Improving safe access to transit services for pedestrians and bicyclists attracts new
transit riders and lessens demand for scarce and costly
car parking spaces. Combining walking and bicycling

venient walkways and bikeways exist between residential areas and transit stops and stations. Intersections
and crossings near station areas can be unsafe and
unpleasant due to the large volumes of cars traveling
to the station. Pedestrians in particular are discouraged by long distances between home and transit.
Contra Costa jurisdictions should encourage safe access
to transit for pedestrians and bicyclists by prioritizing
projects that improve safety near transit hubs such as
BART stations, Amtrak stations, and bus transit centers.

with transit also benefits communities by reducing air
pollution, traffic congestion, and energy consumption.
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ACCESSIBLE TRANSIT VEHICLES
The American with Disabilities Act requires public transit
vehicles and regular transit service to be accessible to peo-

aging cyclists to use transit. Most buses serving Contra
Costa are equipped with front-mounted racks that hold
two bicycles, usable on a first-come-first-served basis.

ple with disabilities. Ways to make vehicles and service
accessible include operating “kneeling” or low-floor buses, or buses with lifts or ramps; providing space for wheelchairs and priority seating for people with disabilities and
seniors near vehicle entrances; and announcing stops for
the benefit of the visually impaired. For bicyclists, vehicle
accessibility means the ability to bring their bicycles
aboard buses and trains for use at their destination.
Along with providing bicycle parking at stations, allowing
bicyclists to bring bicycles on board is key to encour-
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WAYFINDING
Wayfinding is important to provide reinforcement
and education on the preferred walking and bicycling
routes in Contra Costa. Wayfinding is a key supporting
element for the proposed low-stress CBN, and is important on both trails and on-street bicycle networks,
particularly on bicycle boulevards that often wind
through residential communities on a variety of streets.
The interactive Bike Mapper sponsored by 511 Contra

Costa provides online mapping of bike routes based

This does not necessarily imply more enforcement

on user input for hill tolerance and most direct route.

in a community, but rather targeted and repurposed

Wayfinding within PPAs can have similar benefits as

efforts that focus on the root causes of the most

bicycle wayfinding. Pedestrian wayfinding, however,

severe injuries, such as speeding or red light run-

can provide greater detail and can play a significant role

ning, and at specified locations and times of day.

in providing a place-making identity for the district.
Good wayfinding signage is mounted at an appropriate height for bicyclists and pedestrians. Signs confirm directions to nearby destinations and typically
include estimated time or distance to those destinations. Wayfinding signs should be compliant with the
California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(CA MUTCD), installed at key decision points in the
bicycle network, and include confirmation signs that
display destinations and mileage. Contra Costa jurisdictions could also consider a branded wayfinding program
for low-stress CBN facilities. Additional details regarding
wayfinding best practices are included in Appendix C,

EVALUATION
Evaluation programs are essential to measure the success of bicycle projects and programs. Strong evaluation
programs can also help inform future project prioritization and target investments to the most impactful types of
engineering projects and support programs. As part of the
2018 CBPP Update, CCTA will conduct peak hour pedestrian and bicycle counts at up to 20 locations. CCTA will
also update the CBPP every two years for two update cycles, including changes to existing and planned facilities,
commute mode statistics, and new TIMS collisions data.

“Best Practices: Pedestrian and Bicycle Treatments.”

ENFORCEMENT
Enforcement of the rules of the road, a key part of pedestrian and bicyclist support programs, helps ensure safety
for all road users. Enforcing traffic laws is of particular
importance to pedestrians and bicyclists, who are the
most vulnerable users of the transportation system. Lawenforcement programs can be used to educate and remind
drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians about the rules of the
road, discourage unsafe behaviors while encouraging safe
ones, and reinforce educational programs and messages.
Increasingly, strategic law enforcement is being considered as a Vision Zero implementation step for
jurisdictions who have committed to reducing, and
ultimately eliminating, severe injuries and fatalities.
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“Data Collection and Analysis” was identified as an opportunity area in the benchmarking assessment conducted as part of the State of Walking and Biking in Contra
Costa (Appendix A). To improve Contra Costa’s pedestrian- and bicycle-related evaluation programs, CCTA could
provide technical assistance to local jurisdictions to:
• Conduct local pedestrian and bicycle counts,
• Maintain inventories of bike parking, side-

• Perform before-and-after studies on pedestrian and bicycle projects,
• Understand how to use “big data” (e.g.
cell phone data) for pedestrian and bicycle projects such as road diets, and
• Collect data on collisions involving bicyclists and pedestrians.
More information on best practice data collection

walks, pathways, pedestrian signs, traffic calm-

and evaluation programs is included in Appendix B,

ing installations, or maintenance needs,

“Best Practice Bicycle and Pedestrian Resources.”
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7. IMPLEMENTATION
The Authority will implement the 2018 CBPP through

• West Contra Costa Transportation Advisory

its own actions and the collaboration with and ac-

Committee (WCCTAC) – El Cerrito, Hercules,

tions of its partners: local jurisdictions, 511 Contra

Pinole, Richmond, and San Pablo;

Costa, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District,
Caltrans, MTC, EBRPD and other agencies and advocacy and community organizations in Contra Costa
and the Bay Area. The Authority plays a significant role
in the planning, funding, design and construction of
new transportation projects and programs in Contra
Costa. Similarly, local partners have the power and
responsibility to plan, design, construct, maintain, and
operate the pedestrian and bicycle improvements and

• Transportation Planning and Cooperation Advisory
Committee (TRANSPAC) – Clayton, Concord,
Martinez, Pleasant Hill and Walnut Creek;
• East Contra Costa Transportation Advisory
Committee (TRANSPLAN) – Antioch,
Brentwood, Oakley, and Pittsburg;
• Southwest Transportation Advisory Committee
(SWAT) – Lafayette, Moraga and Orinda.

programs outlined in this Plan. The efforts of both the
Authority and these partners — and our collaboration

Contra Costa County is also a member of

on improving conditions for walking and bicycling

each RTPC.

— will be critical in implementing the 2018 CBPP.
This chapter outlines the main actions the Authority
As well as the 20 local jurisdictions in Contra Costa,

and its partners will need to take to implement the

the four Regional Transportation Planning Committees

CBPP, discusses the Authority’s funding priori-

(RTPCs) will serve as important partners in car-

ties with respect to pedestrian and bicycle projects,

rying out the 2018 CBPP. The RTPCs, made up of

and contains information on funding sources that

elected and appointed representatives from each ju-

local jurisdictions can use to fund their non-mo-

risdiction within that region, reflect the county’s di-

torized transportation projects and programs.

verse geography and demographics. They are:
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PRIORITIES FOR FUNDING
One of the Authority’s main roles in improving the
environment for people who walk or bicycle is funding
those improvements. As part of the Measure J program,
the Authority manages two programs — Transportation
for Livable Communities (TLC) and Pedestrian,
Bicycle and Trail Facilities (PBTF) — that provide
funding primarily to pedestrian and bicycle projects
in Contra Costa. Other Measure J programs focus on
safe transportation for children and roadway improvements, some of which also include improvements to
pedestrian and bicycle networks. As the Congestion
Management Agency for Contra Costa, the Authority
is also responsible for programming federal, State
and regional funding available from the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) and other agencies.
The most recent of example of that funding was provided
through the One Bay Area Grant (OBAG) program.
Funding programs vary in their purposes and in the
restrictions they impose. Within those restrictions,
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however, the Authority has considerable flexibility in
setting the criteria used in selecting projects for those
funds. To evaluate applications for funding pedestrian
and bicycle improvements, the Authority will use a set
of criteria based on those in Table 7-1. These criteria
may need to be modified to reflect the particular purposes and requirements of each funding program.
As noted in the pedestrian facility chapter, the CBPP’s
priority is to create a safe, comfortable, connected and
direct system of pedestrian facilities focused first on the
PPAs; in the bicycle facility chapter, the priority is to
complete the CBN to link all of Contra Costa’s communities with low-stress bicycle facilities. To implement these
priorities, the criteria used in selecting future projects
for funding should consider whether the project supports the PPAs and helps complete the low-stress CBN.
As shown in Table 7-1, projects that carry out those
priorities would be given additional points in scoring.
While having a lower priority, other projects may be
funded if they can demonstrate the ability to further the
Authority’s goals as embodied in the other criteria.

Table 7-1. Priority Criteria for Funding
Criteria

To what extent would the project...

Improved
connectivity

Eliminate gaps in existing pedestrian or bicycle facilities, remove barriers
to access, and increase the directness or capacity of the bicycle/pedestrian
network (including alternatives to trails that are closed overnight),
especially where they facilitate connections to work, school or transit

Range and
number of users

Serve a wide range of users — children, transit riders, bicycle commuters, shoppers
— and increase the number of pedestrians and bicyclists within the project area

Transit ridership

Support increased transit ridership by improving access to bus
stops and transit stations, including bicycle parking at transit access
points, with an emphasis on “last mile” improvements.

Matching funds

Leverage funds from other sources that are or would be committed to the project

Latent demand

Be more likely to generate walking and bicycling trips given other
characteristics of the project area — for example, greater population and
employment density, mix of land uses, percentage of zero-vehicle households,
location in a Community of Concern, or relative lack of car parking

Feasibility

Demonstrate project feasibility, including completing the project
development process — design, environmental clearance, right-ofway purchase, and PS&E — and resolving any outstanding issues

Local and policy
support

Implement policies in local plans, integrate with other local efforts, and have
support from the general public, the RTPCs and other relevant agencies

To ensure that pedestrian and bicycle projects have

Each criterion will be given weight to allow for the deter-

equal chances of being funded, the Authority will review

mination of project scores, ratings or rankings; the cri-

the criteria used to select projects for funding to ensure

terion of countywide significance should be emphasized

that their weighting and interpretation do not favor one

in this weighting. Because the criteria cannot be defined

type over the other. The Authority will also consider

in ways that capture every possible circumstance, the

setting maximum amounts of Measure J funds avail-

selection process will need to leave room for subjective

able for any single project, to prevent a large, complex

decisions and judgment calls on the part of the review

project from receiving a disproportionate amount of the

committee. In particular, the review committee will need

funds. An Authority-appointed review committee will

to take into account whether applicants for funding con-

recommend minimum and maximum funding requests,

sidered alternatives to their proposed projects and wheth-

the weighting of the criteria used and other policies

er a proposed project is the best and most cost-effective

for the Authority’s consideration and adoption. Lastly,

solution to meet its objectives. The review committee will

funding will not be provided for projects that constitute

also need to weigh the desire to construct new facilities,

mitigation measures required by regulatory agencies.

which expand the system, with the need to improve
existing facilities, to sustain investments made previously.
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IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS

inhibit access to nearby destinations – emphasizing those
connections where demand and safety issues are greatest.

CCTA
Below are the actions the Authority intends to take
toward implementing the CBPP. Following adoption of

4. Support and Participate in Complete Street
Corridor Studies

the CBPP, the Authority — with input from the CBPAC,

Work with local jurisdictions and agencies and the

the Technical Coordinating Committee (TCC), and local

public to develop Complete Streets Corridor Studies

and regional agencies involved in pedestrian and bicycle

that identify improvements that would best serve all

planning and support — will review the following actions

users within the corridor. These studies would deter-

and identify the resources needed to accomplish them.

mine the most context-sensitive and cost-effective
solutions to pedestrian and bicycle access issues within

Collaborate
1. Develop a Vision Zero and Systematic

these corridors. Authority support may include direct funding or technical or staff support. Priority will
be given to corridors on the CBN or within PPAs.

Safety approach for Contra Costa
Support a countywide Vision Zero policy, and systematic pedestrian and bicycle safety analyses. Using

5. Work with School Districts to
Encourage Walking and Bicycling

a data-driven and systemic assessment of the leading

Work with local school districts to encourage more

causes of traffic injuries in the county, the Authority

students to walk and bike to and from school. This could

will support its partners in identifying efficient and

include strategizing around minimizing the need for bus-

cost-effective engineering countermeasures.

ing, and allow more students to go to school closer
to home.

2. Establish Project Priorities
Work with the CBPAC and RTPCs to systematically

6. Improve Wayfinding

review the safety, connectivity, accessibility and po-

Develop a countywide approach for improving wayfind-

tential for mode shift of the transportation system to

ing for pedestrians and bicyclists in Contra Costa and the

establish short- and long-term pedestrian and bicycle

region. This wayfinding system would develop a compre-

project priorities. These priorities will be used to eval-

hensive set of destinations and standards for a county-

uate applications for Measure J and other funds.

wide signage scheme, including directional and destination signs for bikeways and trails and location maps in

3. Overcome Across Barrier Connections

pedestrian districts. The Authority will implement this

Building on the analysis and recommendations in the

system through Authority-funded projects developed

Caltrans’ District 4 Bicycle Plan, work with Caltrans

consistent with the wayfinding program recommenda-

and local agencies to make Across Barrier Connections

tions. This system will reflect

– especially freeway interchanges and waterways that

and build on work already done by local agencies in Contra Costa.
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Innovate
7. Support “Quick Build” Projects
Support local efforts to implement “quick build” projects
to test innovative designs, using materials that can easily
be modified and adapted. These “quick build” projects
will help sponsors test innovative designs efficiently,
using materials that can easily be modified and adapted.
8. Investigate the Use of New
Technologies in Monitoring
Identify and employ new, cost-effective sources of data

programs, including both station-based and dockless systems. This support will balance the benefits of
these programs as ways to encourage greater bicycling
within Contra Costa, especially as a way to support
first mile-last mile access to transit, while addressing
potential negative impacts. The Authority will provide
technical support and a forum to identify procedures
for permitting and managing sharing programs and
to encourage collaboration among jurisdictions.

Educate and Encourage

to monitor and track bicycling and walk-

11. Maintain and Update Best Practice Resources

ing within Contra Costa.

Develop and regularly update best practices resources
to provide local agencies with current best practices

9. Encourage Innovative Designs

for creating safe, comfortable, and connected bicycle

Encourage innovative bicycle and pedes-

and pedestrian facilities. These resources will build

trian facilities including Class IV separated bikeways and bicycle superhighways.
10. Help Develop a Coordinated Approach
to Bike Share in Contra Costa
Work with local jurisdictions to address the issues

on direction from Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE),
National Association of City Transportation Officials
(NACTO), American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and other nationally
or internationally recognized guides, and will include:

raised by bike share, e-bike share and scooter share
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• Bikeway facility design

15. Maintain an Online Bicycle

• Protected intersections

and Pedestrian Toolbox

• Bicycle parking and other end-of-trip facilities

Maintain an up-to-date online “toolbox” that provides
a directory of best practices, model policies, standards

• Crosswalk toolkit

and guidelines, and other resources for local agencies

12. Support Education and

related to the planning, design and implementation of

Encouragement Efforts
Continue support for 511 Contra Costa programs that educate both bicyclists and drivers on safe travel and rules of the road.
13. Involve Public in Policy Decisions
Continue outreach to Contra Costa’s communities on
policy issues affecting people who walk or bicycle. The
Authority will build on the efforts for the 2017 CTP and
this update to the CBPP to give the public opportunities to provide their opinions and recommendations on
policy choices facing the Authority and Contra Costa.

Assist and Involve
14. Consider Bicycle and Pedestrian
Improvements as CEQA Mitigation Measures
Collaborate with cities, the County and other agencies
to address Senate Bill 743 and reflect the shift from
level-of-service measures to vehicle miles traveled. The
Authority will work with local agencies to develop update
tools for assessing the impact of bicycle and pedestrian improvements on travel behavior including vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) for use in new CEQA analyses and
development mitigation programs. The Authority will
also review the Authority’s Implementation Documents
and Technical Procedures to consider policies that support bicycle-pedestrian projects as CEQA mitigations.
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pedestrian and bicycle facilities and programs and pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly development. The toolbox
should include a tool for assessing the impact of bicycle and pedestrian improvements on travel behavior.
16. Assist with Complete Streets Requirements
Assist local project sponsors in complying with the
Complete Streets requirements of the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission that require consideration of the needs of bicyclists and pedestrians in
the design of new transportation improvements,
and encourage the implementation of bike and pedestrian facilities as part of other projects.

17. Help Develop Local Plans

21. Support Local Funding Opportunities

Help local jurisdictions develop bicycle or pedestrian

Support local agencies in the development of bicycle

plans, whether by adapting the CBPP, with necessary

and pedestrian applications for funding through oth-

amendments, or by developing new local plans or

er programs, such as the State’s Active Transportation

updates. Encourage updates to local plans where plans

Program or Affordable Housing-Sustainable

do not address Class IV and other new facility types or

Communities Program. The Authority will also inform

do not incorporate the level of traffic stress concept.

local agencies of funding opportunities for pedestrian
and bicycle projects and provide them with assistance,

18. Curbside Management

as appropriate, in developing grant applications.

Assist local jurisdictions in inventorying, assessing, enhancing, and prioritizing curb spaces to

22. Maintain a List of Funding Sources

meet the multi-modal demands (e.g. on-street

Maintain an updated online list of fund-

parking, vehicle pick-up/drop-off, biking, tran-

ing sources for pedestrian and bicycle proj-

sit, etc.) at the curb in a safe an efficient way.

ects available to local jurisdictions.

19. Provide Technical Assistance and Support

23. Consider Active Transportation

Provide technical assistance and training to local agencies

Needs in Funding Requests

in planning and designing bicycle, pedestrian, and safe

Consider pedestrian and bicycle funding needs when

routes to school improvements. The Authority will also

requesting earmarks or other special funds from the State

work with local sponsors to manage development and

or federal government, especially funding for projects to

construction of major bicycle and pedestrian projects

overcome important gaps or obstacles in the Countywide
Bikeway Network and in designated pedestrian districts.

Fund
20. Help Fund Improvements
Help fund pedestrian and bicycle improvements, including both facilities and support programs, that
implement the priorities in the CBPP. The Authority
will allocate funding first to bicycle and pedestrian projects that improve the level-of-traffic-stress
on high-priority facilities and areas identified in the
CBPP; interim projects may be allowed that, while not
fully low-stress, make substantive improvements.

24. Ensure Equity in Bicycle and
Pedestrian Investments
Allocate funding so that all communities within
Contra Costa benefit from investments in bicycle
and pedestrian projects and programs. The Authority
will review funding decisions to ensure that MTC
Communities of Concern and disadvantaged communities identified by CalEnviroScreen receive a
fair share of bicycle and pedestrian investments.
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Evaluate and Monitor
25. Monitor Pedestrian and Bicycle Activity
and the Active Transportation Network
Regularly monitor the system to track walking and
bicycling, including rates of use, collisions and fatalities, and achievement of performance measures
set in the CBPP and to maintain and inventory of
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, including bicycle
parking at transit stations and other major destina-

• Assess the street network in Contra Costa using available data and new data, as necessary,
• Evaluate the extent of missing components (sidewalks, crosswalks, and other improvements),
• Estimate the cost of developing these
missing components, and
Identify guidelines for developing and maintaining
the system for people to walk safely and comfortably

tions; report on the results of this monitoring to the
Authority, its partner agencies, and the public.

Update and Refine
27. Update the CBPP

26. Conduct a Pedestrian Needs Assessment

Update the CBPP regularly to ensure that the plan

Work with local agencies to assess the state of

reflects current conditions and priorities and helps

the pedestrian system in Contra Costa and es-

local jurisdictions to maintain eligibility for grants.

timate the cost of completing and maintain-

The update will refine the priority system of facili-

ing that system. This assessment will

ties that support and encourage walking and bicycling by people of all ages and abilities, namely:
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• The Countywide Bikeway Network (CBN) that con-

29. Incorporate “Complete Street” Principles

nects all communities in Contra Costa via existing

into Authority policies and procedures

and future low-stress, “backbone” facilities, and
• Designated Priority Pedestrian Areas (PPAs)

Review and revise Authority policies and procedures to
ensure that roadway projects funded or developed by

where residential, commercial, and/or retail uses

the Authority reflect “complete streets” principles, as

are concentrated, such as downtowns and Priority

appropriate to each project’s function and context, so

Development Areas, and along routes to transit

that they provide safe and convenient access to all users.

and other key activity centers such as schools
Short-term updates will focus on technical chang-

30. Implement the Growth Management Program

es–projects built or new ones planned, completion of

Enforce the requirement of the Growth Management

pedestrian and bicycle networks, and monitoring re-

Program that local jurisdictions incorporate policies and

sults–while longer-term updates will revisit the objectives,

standards into their development approval process that

strategies and implementation actions in the CBPP.

support pedestrian and bicycle access. The Authority may
also review the guidelines for the Regional Transportation

28. Sponsor the Countywide Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee
Continue to sponsor the Countywide Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee, particularly in their
efforts to establish project priorities; recommend projects for funding; review complete streets checklists;
identify and implement multi-jurisdictional projects
and programs; and, more generally, address countywide pedestrian and bicycle transportation issues.

Mitigation Programs to consider incorporation of major
pedestrian and bicycle projects into those programs.
The Authority will carry out these actions through a variety of means. Many — such as “Implement the Growth
Management Program” and “Assist with Complete Streets
Requirements” — will be done directly by Authority
staff. Other actions will be carried out by Authority staff
with support from consultants. Identifying a countywide
Vision Zero approach and collecting monitoring data
are two actions that would involve consultant support.
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LOCAL JURISDICTIONS
The Authority encourages local jurisdictions, and the RTPCs as appropriate, to take the following actions toward implementing the CBPP.

Table 7-2. Local Implementation Actions
Action

Description

Adopt Bicycle
and Pedestrian
Plans

Develop local pedestrian and bicycle plans or adopt the CBPP,
with amendments as necessary. Plans should be consistent with the
CBPP and should be detailed enough to meet requirements under
Caltrans‘ Active Transportation Plan (ATP) funding program.

Implement
Priority Projects

Implement types of projects identified as priorities in the CBPP. Jurisdictions
will need to identify specific improvements, conduct detailed planning and
design, seek funding (including from the Authority) and, lastly, construct them.

Accommodate
Pedestrians
and Bicyclists

Accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists in all new and rebuilt projects,
consistent with the facility’s function and context. In particular, the Authority
will expect this of projects built with funding from the Authority.

Increase Bicycle
Parking

Increase the availability of bicycle parking. Adopt bicycle parking ordinances
applicable to both public and private developments, and install or
provide bicycle racks for installation at existing buildings and sites.

Revise Plans

Revise general and specific plans to strengthen or incorporate policies
that promote pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly development patterns.

Adopt
Guidelines and
Standards

Adopt guidelines and standards to accommodate walking and bicycling in
new developments and major redevelopments. This can be accomplished
by modifying zoning and subdivision ordinances, and review and
approval processes for development projects and will comply with the
requirements of the Measure J Growth Management Program.

Support for 511
Contra Costa

Continue to support the implementation and improvement of
pedestrian- and bicycle-related initiatives of 511 Contra Costa.
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OTHER AGENCIES
County, regional, and state agencies are encouraged to take the following actions to assist in the implementation of the CBPP:

Table 7-3. Other Agencies Implementation Actions
Category

Action

Description

Approve the CBPP

This is the responsibility of Caltrans’
Bicycle Facilities Unit.

Enforce Deputy
Directive 64

Enforce Deputy Directive 64 to address the safety
and mobility needs of bicyclists and pedestrians
in all projects, regardless of funding.

BART

Station Improvements

Make station areas more pedestrian and bicycle friendly.

All Transit
Operators

Increase Bicycle Parking

Increase the availability of bicycle parking
at all stations and stops in Contra Costa to
accommodate current and projected demand.

Improve Regional Trails

Improve regional trails in Contra Costa. While
the Authority can make funding available, these
agencies will need to identify, plan, design,
construct, operate and maintain improvements.

Caltrain

EBRPD, EBMUD
and Contra Costa
Water District
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR
LOCAL JURISDICTIONS

gies include pop-up outreach booths and temporary

Since its creation in 1988, the Authority has provided

three-dimensional model of proposed improvements.

“Living Preview” installations to create a real-world,

a variety of technical assistance to local agencies. This
assistance ranges from planning and design to con-

As another example, the CCTA Safe Routes to School

struction management. The previous CBPPs, for exam-

Plan included a Technical Assistance program that pro-

ple, included design resources on planning, designing

vided site assessments for 17 schools throughout Contra

and implementing bicycle and pedestrian projects.

Costa. Each school had a walking audit with a consultant
team to discuss issues and opportunities surrounding

As with prior countywide plans, CCTA should make

each campus. Recommendations and initial concepts

technical support available to local jurisdictions in

were then developed to help each school and jurisdic-

support of this Plan’s implementation. The 2018 CBPP,

tion apply for grant funding or include the project in

like the previous CBPPs, provides local jurisdictions

a Capital Improvement Program. This type of strategy

with best practice design guidance for pedestrian and

could be included in other planning projects or devel-

bicycle facilities, which are included in Appendix C,

oped as a standalone program available to jurisdictions.

“Best Practice Pedestrian Treatment Toolbox,” and
Appendix D, “Best Practice Bicycle Design Guidelines.”
CCTA could also support local bicycle and pedestrian projects by providing technical assistance and/or
resources on innovative public engagement strategies.
These strategies can help people overcome their mental, behavioral, and logistical barriers to walking and
bicycling. Some people, for example, might not think
of walking to transit as a viable commute alternative;
others might want to give bicycle commuting a try
but do not know where to turn for basic information.
Examples of innovative public engagement strate-

COMPLETE STREETS CORRIDOR STUDIES
In recent years, agencies across the United States from
the national to the local level have adopted the Complete
Streets approach. California law now requires cities,
towns and counties to incorporate this approach into
their General Plan. In a complete streets approach,
all streets are planned, designed, operated, and maintained to enable safe, convenient, and comfortable
travel and access for all users, regardless of age, ability
or mode of travel. Implementing a Complete Street
is relatively easy when designing and constructing a
new street; the more common and more challenging
task is to retrofit an existing roadway. The roadway’s
right-of-way is usually constrained, and any changes
will involve many stakeholders: elected officials, city
departments, transit agencies, and the general public.
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Each Complete Street is unique and must reflect the
context of its particular community. One Complete
Street might include bike lanes while another might
include a separated bikeway. One might narrow travel lanes and another might implement a road diet.
The components included, or not included, will

FUNDING
This section describes the funding sources available to fund the projects and programs identified
in this plan, and presents a snapshot of the estimated funding currently available for these projects.

need to reflect the specific conditions and users of
that street, and thus require individual studies.
To develop the low-stress CBN identified in the 2018
CBPP, local jurisdictions are encouraged to carry out complete streets corridor studies on sections
of the CBN that are currently high-stress – as well as
where low-stress facilities are not yet been proposed
in other planning efforts – to identify appropriate implementation strategies for low-stress facilities.

FUNDING SOURCES
Federal, state, regional, county, and local organizations
provide funding for pedestrian and bicycle projects
and programs. Table 7-4 summarizes the applicability
of these various funding sources to projects, planning
efforts, and programs proposed in this Plan Update.
The most applicable funding sources for the improvements proposed are Contra Costa Measure J, the Active
Transportation Program (ATP) and Highway Safety
Improvement Program (HSIP). The appendix includes
details about current programs used to fund existing
scheduled projects, and an assessment of upcoming
programs as of January 2018. These may change as state
and local programs adapt to the federal funding under
the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST
Act). A more thorough presentation of these funding
sources is included in Appendix H. Funding Sources.”
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Class I Bicycle
Path

Class II
Bicycle Lane

Class III Bicycle
Route

Class IV
Protected
Bikeways

Pedestrian
Projects

Other Projects

Planning and
Programs

Table 7-4. Funding Sources

Congestion Mitigation and Air
Quality Program (CMAQ)

◒

●

●

●

●

◒

◒

Regional Surface Transportation
Block Grant (RSTBG)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP) Grants

◒

●

◒

●

●

●

○

Caltrans Transportation
Planning Grants

○

○

○

○

○

○

●

Local Transportation Fund (LTF)

●

●

●

●

●

●

○

California State Parks Recreational
Trails Program (RTP)

●

○

○

○

○

○

○

Land and Water Conservation
Fund (LWCP)

●

○

○

○

○

○

○

Active Transportation Program (ATP)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Transportation Development Act (TDA)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Affordable Housing and Sustainable
Communities Program (AHSC)

◒

◒

◒

◒

◒

◒

◒

California Office of Traffic Safety
Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Grants

○

○

○

○

○

○

●

East Bay Regional Park District
(EBRPD) Measure WW

●

●

●

●

●

○

○

MTC One Bay Area Grant (OBAG)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

BAAQMD County Program
Manager Fund

●

●

●

●

○

○

○

BAAQMD Transportation
Fund for Clean Air (TFCA)

●

●

●

●

○

○

○

Measure J, Transportation for
Livable Communities (TLC)

●

●

●

●

●

◒

◒

Measure J, Pedestrian, Bicycle and
Trail Facilities (PBTF) program

●

●

●

●

●

○

○

Funding Source

● Funds may be used for this category ◒

Funds may be used for this category, though with restrictions
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○ Funds may not be used for this category

PROJECT COSTS AND AVAILABLE
FUNDING

The funding committed to those projects — $172 mil-

The Authority has estimated the costs for developing

$1.23 billion. Through 2040, the Authority estimates that

the bicycle, pedestrian and safe routes to school proj-

another $790 million in potential future funding could be

ects identified by our partners. CCTA’s Comprehensive

available for bicycle, pedestrian and safe routes to school

Transportation Project List (CTPL) contains 328 bi-

projects. This leaves a remaining shortfall of $443 million.

lion — will reduce the amount of funding needed to

cycle-pedestrian or Safe Routes to School projects
Table 7-5 only estimates the cost of bicycle, pedestrian

with a total cost of over $1.4 billion (see Table 7-5).

and safe routes to school projects submitted by local
sponsors. For example, it does not include new projects

Table 7-5. Bicycle & Pedestrian Project Costs and Committed Funding
Category

Cost/Funding Estimate

Project Costs
2018 Bicycle / Pedestrian Projects

$1,404,069,000

Committed Funding as of 2017
Bicycle/Pedestrian

$136,000,000

Safe Routes to School

$36,000,000

Total Committed Funding

$172,000,000

Shortfall

- $1,232,069,000

Potential Future Funding through 2040
Complete Streets

$177,000,000

Safe Routes to School

$290,000,000

Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Trail Facilities

$279,000,000

Safe Transportation for Children

$44,000,000

Total Potential Future Funding

$790,000,000

Total Committed and Potential Future Funding
Total Shortfall

$962,000,000
-$442,069,000
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needed to complete the CBN (see Table 5-1) or other

This chapter calls for the Authority to conduct a

locally-identified bicycle, pedestrian or SRTS projects. It

Pedestrian Needs Assessment. The Authority earlier

also does not include the cost of the bicycle and pedestri-

conducted an SR2S needs assessment to better under-

an components included in other kinds of projects. The

stand the cost of providing needed safe routes projects

Authority’s CTPL includes about $1 billion of projects

and programs. The pedestrian needs assessment will

— such as arterial or transit improvements and mainte-

examine the street network in Contra Costa, evaluate

nance — that include bicycle or pedestrian components

the extent of missing components, estimate the cost

but do not estimate their separate cost. The Safe Routes to

of developing these missing components, and identify

School Assessment found a funding need of $243 million

guidelines for developing and maintaining the system.

for projects and an annual cost of $58 million for SRTS
programs. (This cost is included in the Table 7-5 estimates.)

These estimates point to the need to add to the funding

Further, local jurisdictions, often with Authority support,

available to build, maintain and operate the proposed net-

will develop bicycle, pedestrian and corridor plans that

work of safe, connected facilities for people who walk or

will identify new projects and actions. These new projects

bicycle. The Authority’s legislative program has long sup-

will add to the total cost of meeting the need for safe, con-

ported efforts to protect and expand the funding available

nected active transportation facilities. For example, the

for transportation projects. The Authority will use the

recent Olympic Boulevard Trail Corridor Study, devel-

costs identified above to make the case for new funding

oped jointly by the County, Lafayette and Walnut Creek,

that can be used to implement this plan’s strategies and

identified about $12 million in new bicycle and pedestri-

better serve people who walk and bicycle in Contra Costa.

an projects, which were added to the CTPL and the projects in Appendix E, “Local Bicycle & Pedestrian Projects.”
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